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Dames & I

perimeter would be necessary to maintain stability. The overexcavation would add
to the amount of soil removed and may necessitate the removal of some existing
small structures (e.g., fences, roadways, or slabs).

Sheeting and shoring of the

excavation would not be performed, because of anticipated installation difficulties
and the high cost associated with this procedure.
The total amount of excavated material at Line 800 is estimated to be about
74,000 c.y. in place.

Conventional construction equipment would be used to

implement the excavation. Dust generation would be controlled by the light spraying of water. The soft sediments/sludges in the lagoon would be dewatered before
being hauled away for incineration.

Dewatering could be accomplished by piling

the sediment/sludge in different areas of the lagoon and allowing the water to be
pressed out under the sediment's own weight. Sump pits would be used to collect
the water pressed from the sediments. These pits would also collect any groundwater from the surrounding till that infiltrates into the excavation. The collected
wa ter would be pumped out and treated in the same manner as the surface water
and extracted groundwa ter.
The excavated materials from both sites would be treated in an onsite rotary
kiln incineration system.

Incineration services would be provided by a quaIi fied

vendor with experience at similar sites.

It should be noted that a transportable

rotary kiln incinerator has recently been successfully employed by USA THAMA at
the Cornhusker Army Ammunition Plant in Nebraska for incinerating explosivescontaminated soils and sediments, and is planned to be used in a similar operation
at the Louisiana Army Ammunition Plant (Sisk, 1988; Erickson, 1988). This or a
similar vendor-supplied and operated unit would be used at IAAP.
A schematic of the rotary kiln incineration system is shown in Figure 4-6.
Soil would be fed into the incinerator in bulk. The soil would be dewatered to the
extent practical to minimize incinerator fuel consumption. If practical, heat from
the incinerator could be used to generate steam which in turn might be used to
hea t a soil prehea ter or drier to further reduce incoming soil moisture content.
The incineration process would be designed to achieve at least 99.99 percent
destruction and removal efficiency for explosive contaminants in the soil, sediments, and sludge, and to meet other pertinent RCRA incineration standards and
air pollution con trol requiremen ts. The rotary kiln incinera tor would be equipped
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with the following equipment: (I) a mechanical feed system to feed the explosivescontaminated materials into the refractory-lined kiln; (2) a secondlary combustion
chamber or afterburner to maximize combustion efficiency; (3) an air ?ollution
control system, such as a venturi scrubber and/or a baghouse filter to remove
particulates (and acid gases, if present) from the exhaust gases; and (4) a stack.
The incinerator ash is expected to be inert. To ensure that onsite redisposal
of the ash would not adversely affect the environment, the ash would be tested for
the presence of explosive contaminants and metals.

Any ash containing explosive

contaminants at levels that exceed analytical detection limits or that fails the
appropriate metals leaching test (EP Toxicity or TCLP) would either be recycled to
the incinerator before being disposed of onsite or would possibly be shipped offsite
for disposal at a secure hazardous waste landfill.

For purposes of this FS, it is

assumed that the incinerator ash would be suitable for onsite disposal.
The incinerator ash would be backfilled and compacted in the excavated
areas at Line I and Line 800. It is recommended that the lagoon and settling basins
at Line 800 be backfilled and graded to original ground surface elevations.
Therefore, additional soils would be required to backfill the area presently
occupied by the Line 800 lagoon and settling basins. These soils are assumed to be
available from an onsite borrow area. After backfilling is completed, both the Line
I and Line 800 si tes would be regraded and seeded.
The groundwater extraction system would consist of up to 12 wells installed
in contaminated areas of the limestone aquifer (see Appendix B). Of the 12 wells,
10 would be operating at any given time, and two would be used for standby. Each
operating well would be pumped at a rate of up to 10 gpm, resulting in a total
groundwater extraction rate of 100 gpm.

A single or dual carbon adsorption

column would be set up near the well field.

The column would provide at least a

30-minute mean retention time to treat the contaminated influent.

Such units

come skid-mounted and thus Ii ttle assembly would be required. The carbon column
would be housed in a small, heated building to provide protection from freezing
during the winter months. Treated water would be pumped and discharged to Brush
Creek under an NPDES discharge permit.
Activated carbon would become saturated with explosive molecules over time
as contaminated water is treated.

When this saturation or exhaustion point is
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approached, explosi'/es in the extrac ted groundwa ter will cease to be removed at
the design efficiency. This phenomena (termed breakthrough) will be monitored for
by testing the column effluent on a regular basis. Typical carbon usage rates are
about one pound per thousand gallons treated. .As site-specific operating data for
this system are obtained, the frequency of column monitoring can be optimized.
Saturated carbon in the column would be replaced when breakthrough occurs.
After shutting off the influent flow, the column would be opened and the carbon
slurry collected in a tanker truck.

Fresh slurried carbon would then be pumped

back into the column. The explosives-contaminated carbon cannot be regenerated
and, therefore, would require disposal.

Thermal destruction at IAAP's onsite

incinerator is recommended and is assumed for this study.

If IAAP's onsite

incinerator could not be used for this purpose, the saturated carbon would have to
be shipped offsite for disposal by incineration.
Groundwater monitoring would be performed at the Line 800 site.

Five

monitoring wells would be sampled semi-annually and tested for explosive contaminants of concern in the Line 800 groundwater, and the metals of concern in the
soils, sediments, and sludge. Groundwater monitoring at Line 800 is assumed to be
required for a period of 10 years under this alternative.
~.2.2.3.2

Short-Term Effectiveness. Because of the remote location of the Line 1

and Line 800 si tes, which are more than 6,000 feet from the closest lAAP property
line, no impacts on the community would occur as a result of the construction
activities.

While the incinerator will be designed to effectively control air

emissions, operation of the incinerator for an estimated period of 1 year could have
an impact on the community, especially if system malfunctions should occur.
Exposure of workers to contaminants by inhalation of dust or der mal contact
during excavation and material handling is possible.

Water sprays will be used to

minimize dust generation. Dust masks and protective clothing will also be used by
workers the minimize exposure.
Some contaminated sediments could be resuspended in Brush Creek and transported downstream during excavation in the streambed at Line 1.

A silt fence

would be used to minimize downstream transport of these sediments.
~.2.2.3.3 Long-Term Effectiveness. The remedial actions taken at Line 1 and Line

800 would provide a very high degree of reliable, long-term protection of human
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health and the environment. Excavation and incineration would result in contaminant source removal at both sites.

Incineration is a proven technology for

destruction of explosi·te contaminants, and is a highly reliable method of achieving
a permanent solution to the soil, sediment, and sludge contamination at IAAP. The
excavation and incineration of contaminated sediments and soils at Line I and
redisposal of the inert ash in the excavated area would eliminate any long-term
risks at Line I due to erosion of sediments into Brush Creek or contact with
surface soils and sediments ('Iia consumption by deer that fed on vegetation that
formerly grew in contaminated materials).

Incineration of the contaminated soil,

sediments, and sludge at Line 800 and redisposal of the inert ash in the excavated
area would virtuaJly eliminate the risks of direct contact with contaminated
ma terials and of explosive contaminants leaching into the groundwater.

The

removal of the surface water in the Line 800 lagoon prior to excavation will also
reduce infiltration and leaching.
The groundwater extraction and treatment system should be very reliable and
effective for containing the contaminant plume at Line 800 and for removing
explosive contaminants from the treated surface water and groundwater prior to
discharge to Brush Creek.

By preventing further migration of the plume and by

effectively treating the surface wa ter and groundwater prior to diSCharge, wa ter
quality in Brush Creek wiJl be protected.
In addition to the above remedial actions, groundwater monitoring at both
Line 1 and Line 800 wiJl be used to confirm the long-term protectiveness of these
actions, and would permit additional remedial measures to be implemented if
unanticipated problems with this remedial alternative should occur in the future.
4.2.2.3.4 Reduction of Toxicity, Mobility, and Volume. This alternative represents
the most complete set of treatment actions that can be taken to clean up
contamination at the two study sites.

Incinerating the contaminated soil, sedi-

ments, and sludge would permanently result in at least a 99.99 percent reduction
in explosive contaminant levels. This action would also greatly reduce the toxicity
of contaminated soil by greatly reducing the contaminant concentrations.

The·

volume of material incinerated would decrease only slightly, but the resulting "ash"
would no longer be contaminated.
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This alternati'le also employs a groundwa.er extraction and treatment system
to reduce the toxicity, mobility, and volume of contaminants.

The groundwater

extraction system wil1 directly reduce the toxicity and volume (concentration) of
groundwater contaminants, as these contaminants will be physical1y captured
during the extraction process.

As con tam ina ted groundwater is removed and .he

plume recedes, the volume of contaminated groundwater wiJj be physical1y reduced
and the aquifer will be recharged with clean water.

The carbon adsorption

treatment process would reduce the toxicity of the exHacted water as contaminants adsorb to carbon particles.

Once the carbon becomes saturated with

explosives, it would be incinerated to permanently destroy the adsorbed contaminants. The mobility of the groundwa ter contaminants would be reduced by the use
of .he extraction wel1s to contain the contaminan. plume and thereby limit its
migra tion.

4.2.2.3.5

Implementability.

Excavation and incineration are wel1 developed

techniques that have been used at many hazardous waste sites. Labor, equipment,
and ma.erials required to implement the excavation and other construction related
activi ties

are readily available.

The excavation could be accomplished by using

conventional techniques along with the appropriate health and safety requirements.
The construction should not be hindered by any difficulties other than extreme
weather conditions (e.g., rain, snow, or extreme cold) that could possibly occur.
A poten.ial obstacle to the implementation of this alternative is that .he
supply of mobile rotary kiln incinerators is limited.

Thus, a relatively long lead

time may be required to ensure the availability of the incinerator(s) needed to
implement this alternative.
The remediation contractor would have to
schedule with the appropriate officials at IAAP.

coordinate the construction
These officials would need to

arrange access for contractor personnel, coordinate with the contractor to locate
access roads and storage areas for construction equipment, and identify borrow
si tes for clay and topsoil.
The contractor would have to coordinate the construction schedule with the
appropriate officials at IAAP.

These officials would need to arrange access for

contractor personnel, coordinate with the contractor to locate access roads and
storage areas for construction equipment, identify borrow sites for clay and
topsoil, etc.
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The proposed well
ins~al!ed

sys~em

to be used for

without any difficulties.

ext~action

This system

and monitoring could be

would provide an effective

technique to obser'le the. quality of the groundwater after the contaminated soils
and sediments have been excavated, incinerated, and redisposed in the exca'/ated

areas.
The time required to implement this alternati'/e is estimated to be about
year. This time period would include the time required for weI! installation and
setup of the carbon adsorption system. However, this estimate is highly dependent
on

the size and number of incinerator units procurred for

operation.

the

remediation

Groundwater monitoring would continue for 10 years under the 10-5

risk level scenario.
4.2.2.3.6 Cost.

Costs associated with implementing this alternative have been

estima ted in accordance wi th standard engineering procedures. These costs include
both capital and O&M costs. The capital costs of construction-related items were
increased by a factor of 40 percent to account for

lower productivity due to

hazardous waste site work, contractor costs of health and safety programs, and
requirement for building staging and facilities.

The major capital and O&M cost

items for this alternative are presented in Table 4-10 and 4-11, respectively.
4.2.2.3.7 Overall Protection. As discussed in Sections 4.2.2.3.2 and 4.2.2.3.3, the
remedial actions performed under this alternative would be designed to effectively
control and minimize both short-term and long-term impacts on human health and
the environment. By employing incineration to destroy explosive contaminants in
the soils, sediments, and sludge and by using a carbon adsorption system to treat
extracted groundwa ter and surface wa ter, a permanent solution would be achieved.
In addition, this alternative would meet or exceed all ARARs (see Section
4.2.2.3.&). Therefore, this remedial alternative is considered to offer a very high
level of overall protection of human health and the environment.
4.2.2.3.&

Legal/Institutional Factors.

Excavated materials from both the Line I

and Line &00 sites would be incinerated in an onsite mobile incinerator which would
comply with RCRA incinerator standards.

As discussed in Section 2.3.4, K044-

contaminated soils are not considered as hazardous waste if they are non-reactive,
although some K044 sludge that is a listed hazardous waste would also be
incinerated. RCRA incinerator standards would nevertheless be met for destruc-
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TABLE 4-10
Capi tal Cost Estima te:
AJternati·/e S--Excavation, Onsite Incineration, and Onsite Ash Disposal
at Line 1 and Line 800; and Groundwater Extraction/Treatment at Line 800
Unit Price a

Cost

Quanti tv

(S)

($ 1983)

5 c.d.
15,000 c.y.

2,300/c.c.
12.60/c.y.

14,000
189,000

15,000 c.y.

3.0I/c.y.

45,000

400,000 s.1.

93.80/1 ,000 s.1.

38,000

Dewatering (Pumping)
Excavation:

30 c.d.

756/c.d.

23,000

\,T,: e! Sediments
Other soils
Hauling to incinerator

9,000 c.y.
65,000 c.y.
74,000 c.y.
62,900 c.y.
62,900 c.y.
37,100 c.y.

1l.20/c.y.
6.58/c.y.
3.01/c.y.
4.75Ic.y.
l.81/c.y.
1l.62/c.y.

101,000
428,000
223,000
299,000
114,000
431,000

10 c.d.
435,600 s.1.

5125Ic.d.
93.30/1,000 s.1.
Assumed

51,000
41,000
15,000

89,000 c.y.

275Ic.y.

I

100,000 ea.
40/1.1.
1,500 ea.
12.9/1.1.e•.
4,000

Cos: Item

Line t:
Access Roads
Excavation &:: Hauling
(Round trip)
Regrading (including ash
placement)
Seeding
Line 300:

Loading and Hauling Ash

Ash placement
Lagoon and excavation
backfill
Backfilling settling basins
Seeding

80rrow Source
Regrading and Seeding
Incineration

24,475,000

Groundwater Treatment:

Carbon Column
Extraction Wells
Pumps
Piping
Column Housing

12 (60 It deep)
12
2,0001.1.
1

26,649.000

TOTAL

Abre'liations: c.d.
C.y.
ea.
J.L
s.L
s.y.

100,000
29,000
18.000
26,000
4,000

-

crew day
cubic yard
each
linear faa t
square foot
square yard

a Unit costs for Line 1 and Line 800 site work and earth work were increased by a factor of
40% over normal rates to account for hazardous waste site work.
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TAllLE II-II
Operation &. Maintenance Cost Estimate:
Alternative 8--Excavation, Onsi Ie Incineration, and Onsi te Ash Disposal
at Line 1 and Line 800; and Groundwater Extraction/Treatment at Line 800

Cost ltem

Quanti ty

Uni t Price ($ 1988)

Annual Cost
($ 1983)

Present Worth Costa
($ 1983)

Line 800:
10 anal yses/ yr

520/analysis

5,200

32,000

10 wells

500/well-yr

5,000

31,000

Carbon Replacement

53,OOOlb/yr

0.80/lb

42,400

261,000

Carbon Disposal

53,000Ib/yr

1.53/lb

81,090

1198, 000

26 anal yses/ yr

300/anal ysis

7,800

48,000

53 MG/yr

150/MG

7,950

119,000

--

Assumed

9,000

55,000

158,000

97 11,000

Groundwater Moni toring

Groundwater Treatment:
Groundwater Extraction

.,.
I

00
00

Effluent Moni taring
Effluent Pumping
System Maintenance
TOTALS

aGroundwater treatment and moni taring assumed to continue for 10 years.

tion of all soils, sediments, and sludges.

Furthermore, incineration of these

materials would be conducted in a manner that ensures compliance with NAAQS
and NESHAPS.
Redisposal of incinerator ash onsite, while not subject to RCRA (as discussed

in Section 2.3.~), may be subject to State of Iowa Solid Waste Regulations. State
minimum requirements for sanitary landfills, which could be applicable to

the

disposal of ash onsite, include:
•

The site must be designed/located to prevent movement of leachate
into surface wa ters and groundwa ters which may be used as a source of
drinking wa ter.

•

The base of the fill must be at least 5 feet above the high water table,
unless a greater separation is necessary to protect ground and surface
wa ters or a lesser separation is unlikely to have a significant adverse
effect on these waters.

•

No adverse effect on any existing community water supply is permitted.

•

The site cannot be located within a floodplain or shoreland.

•

The site must be a least 200 feet from the property line and at least
500 feet from any habi ta t residence.

These standards could be met by the onsi te ash disposal areas at Line 1 and Line
800, expecially since the incinerator ash would be inert. The State of Iowa would
be consulted concerning any further requirements for disposal of the incinerator
ash onsi teo
A t Line 800, both surface wa ter and groundwater would
subsequently discharged to Brush Creek.

be treated and

Treatment levels for discharge would

meet the effluent guideline limitations for explosives manufacturing. In addition,
surface water quality criteria would be considered in determining treatment levels
and discharge rates to Brush Creek.

The State of Iowa would be consulted to

ensure that State water quality standards are not exceeded.
A hazardous waste (spent carbon) would be generated from the activated
carbon treatment of surface water and groundwater at the Line 800 site.

This

spent carbon would either be incinerated onsite in an existing hazardous waste
incinerator (currently operating under interim status), or shipped offsite for
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incineration.

In either case, incineration would be carried out in full compliance

with RCRA incinerator standards and air pollustion control requirements.

Ii the

spent carbon must be stored prior to onsite or offsite incineration, such storage
wouJd be conducted in compliance with RCRA requirements ior containers or
tanks. Any offsite shipment of hazardous waste would fully comply with applicable
DOT and RCR.'\ standards ior waste transportation, as well as the Superfund
offsite policy for waste disposal.
Fianlly, OSHA standards for remedial activities would be followed for all
remedial actions performed onsite.
4.2.2.4

Alternative 14--Channelization and Capping at Line Ji and Excavation,
ensite

Incineration,

ensi te

Ash

DisposaJ,

and

Groundwater

Extraction/Treatment at Line 800
4.2.2.4.1

Description.

AJternative 14 was judged in Section 4.J to be the best

combina tion of containment and trea tment actions for con tam ina ted soils.

Con-

tainment would be performed for Line I soils by installing a concrete channel in
Brush Creek and capping the creek bed and contaminated areas of the floodplain.
A t Line 800, one or more mobile rotary kiln incinerator units

would be brought

onsite to incinerate the contaminated soils, sediments, and sludge. The remedial
action operations at the Line 800 site--inc!uding excavation, incineration of
contaminated materials, redisposal of the incinerator ash in the excavated areas at
Line 800, and groundwater extraction and treatment--wouJd be identical to the
Line 800 activities described in Section 4.2.2.3.1 for Alternative 8.

Thus, the

remainder of this discussion will focus on the Line I actions.
A conceptual drawing of the stream channel and cap at Line I is shown in
Figure 4-7. A concrete channel is recommended to accomplish the channelization.
Based on preliminary hydraulic analyses (see Appendix E), a 4-foot-high channel
that is 14 feet wide at the base and whose side slopes are 2:1 (horizontal to
vertical) shouJd be capable of carrying the flow of a 100-year storm with I foot of
freeboard. The channel would be built in the area of Brush Creek shown in Figure
'I-I and wouJd have an estimated length of approximately 1,000 feet.

Headwalls

would be built at each end of the channel to help in preventing erosion of soils at
these locations.
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,-'. 2-foot-thick clay cap is recommended for covering the existing contaminated soils and sediments in the flood plain, extending approximately

2~0

feet from

each side of the center line of the concrete channel. The clay cap would extend
undec the concrete channel and should be anchored in a 2-foot-wide and deep clay
trench at each end, The surface of the cap should slope toward the center line of
the concrete channel. Extending the cap under the concrete channel would pre'lent
wa ter from seeping through any cracked or damaged points in the channel and
infiltrating into the underlying contaminated sediments,

Anchoring the ends of

the cap in clay trenches would minimize cap erosion at those locations.
A drainage layer is recommended for placement on top of the clay cap. This
layer should be installed from the edge of the concrete channel to both ends of the
clay cap. It could be built of coarse sand or gravel.

However, due to the lack of

such materials at the IAAP site, a geocomposite drainage net is recommended
(e.g., Geonet

by the Tensar Company).

A J.5-foot-thick layer of topsoil should be placed on top of the drainage
layer.

After topsoil placement, the area outside the concrete channel would be

seeded.

Vegetation would prevent the erosion of the soil/clay cap. To minimize

and/or eliminate the erosion of the cap at the top of the concrete channel and soilcap interface, an erosion mat would be placed on top of the soil layer prior to
seeding, to cover a distance extending 12 to 15 feet outward from the channel.
A temporary flow system would be necessary to divert the stream during the
construction of the concrete channel and clay cap. A steel pipe system is recommended to accomplish this temporary diversion.
Groundwater monitoring would be performed at the Line 800 site.

The

groundwater monitoring system would consist of five wells that are sampled semiannually.

These samples would be analyzed for the explosive contaminants of

concern in the Line 800 groundwater, and the metals of concern in the soils,
sediments, and sludge.

Groundwater monitoring at Line 800 is assumed to be

required for a period of 10 years under this alternative.
4.2.2.4.2 Short-Term Effectiveness. Because of the remote location of the Line 1
and Line 800 sites, which are more than 6,000 feet from the closest IAAP property
line, no impacts on the community would occur as a result of the construction
activities.

While the incinerator will be designed to effectively control air
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emissions, operation of the incinerator for 'an estimated period of about one year
could ha'/e an impact on the community, especially if system malfunctions should
occur.

Exposure of workers to contaminants by inhalation of dust or dermal contact
during excavation and material handling is possible.

Water sprays will be used to

minimize dust generation. Dust masks and protective clothing will also be used by

workers to minimize exposure.
Some contaminated sediments could be resuspended in Brush Creek and
transported downstream during excavation in the stream bed at Line J.

A silt

fence would be used to minimize downstream transport of these sediments.
4.2.2.4.3 Long-Term Effectiveness. The remedial actions taken at Line I and Line
800 would provide a high degree of reliable, long-term protection of human health
and the environment. The containment of con tam ina ted sediments and soils by the
channeliza tion and capping system at Line I would greatly reduce any long-term
risks at Line I due to erosion of sediments into Brush Creek.
Incineration is a proven technology for explosive contaminants, and is a
highly reliable method of achieving a permanent solution to the contamination
present at Line 800. Incineration of the soil, sediments, and sludge at Line 800 and
disposal oi the inert ash in the excavated areas would virtually eliminate the risk
of explosive contaminants leaching into the groundwater.

The removal of the

surface water in the Line 800 lagoon prior to excavation will also reduce iniiltratIon and leaching.
The groundwater extraction and treatment system should be very reliable and
effective for containing the contaminant plume and reducing contaminant concentrations in groundwater at Line 800, and ior removing explosive contaminants from
the treated surface water and groundwater prior to discharge to Brush Creek. By
preventing iurther migration of the plume and by effectively treating the surface
water and groundwater prior to discharge, water quality in Brush Creek will be
protected.
In addition to the above remedial actIons, groundwater monitoring at Line
800 will be used to confirm the long-term protectiveness of these actions, and
would permit additional remedial measures to be implemented if unanticipated
problems with this remedial alternative should occur in the future.
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~.2.2.~.~

Reduction of Toxicity, \lobility, and Volume. This alternatiYe employs a

combination of treatment and containment options.

Under this alternatiye, treat-

ment would be performed only on the Line 800 contamina ted media. Incineration
of contaminated soil, sediments, and sludge at Line 800 would greatly reduce the
concentrations of contaminants and, consequently, the toxicity of these materials.
The incineration process employed at Line 800 would permanently result in at least
a 99.99 percent reduction in explosi'/e contaiminant levels in the treated soil,
sediments, and sludge.
This alternative also employs a groundwater extraction and treatment system
at Line 800 to reduce the toxicity, mobility, and volume of contaminants.
groundwater extraction system wil1 directly reduce

The

the toxicity and volume

(concentration) of groundwater contaminants, because these contaminants will be
physically captured during the extraction process. As contaminated groundwater is
removed and the plume recedes, the volume of contaminated groundwater will be
physically reduced and wil1 be replaced by clean wa ter recharging the aquifer. The
carbon adsorption treatment process would reduce the toxicity of the extracted
wa ter as contaminants adsorb to carbon particles.

Once the carbon becomes

saturated with explosives, it would be incinerated to permanently destroy the
adsorbed contaminants.

The mobility of the groundwater contaminants would be

reduced by the use of the extraction wells to contain the containment plume and
thereby limits its migration.
A t the Line I site, Brush Creek would be channelized and the creek bed and
floodplain would be capped. This action would effectively prevent further errosion
of contaminated sediments and soils into Brush Creek. The cap and channel would
also reduce infiltration

and thus the quantity of leachate generated.

Reduced

leachate generation correspondingly reduces the ability of contaminants to migrate
away from the site.
4.2.2.4.5

lmplementability. Channelization, capping, excavation, and incineration

are well developed techniques that have been used at many hazardous waste sites.
Labor, equipment, and materials required to implement the excavcation and other
construction-related activities are readily available.

The

actions could

be

accomplished by using conventional techniques, while adhering to appropriate

health and safety requirements.

The construction and implementation activities

should not be hinderd by any difficulties other than extreme weather conditions
(e.g., rain, snow, or extreme cold) that could possibly occur.
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A potential obstacle to implementation of this alternative is that the supply
of mobile rotary kiln incinerators is limited. Thus, a relatively long lead time may
be required to ensure the availability of the incineratodsl needed to implement this
alternative.
The proposed system would require minimal maintenance after construction
is complete.

Periodic inspections would be advisable to check for erosion of the

cap system or any other damage.

Ii any repairs were required, they would be

routine.
The

remediation contractor

would have to coordinate the construction

schedule with the appropriate officials at IAAP.

These officials would need to

arrange access for contractor personnel, coordinate with the contractor to locate
access roads and storage areas for construction equipment, identify borrow si tes
for clay and topsoil, etc.
This alternative also requires groundwater extraction and monitoring wells.
The proposed well system to be used for extraction and monitoring could be
instalJed without any unusual difficulties. The monitoring welJs should provide an
effective technique to observe the quality of the ground",ater at Line 800 after
implementation of the remedial actions is completed.
The time required to implement this alternative would be dependent on the
type and quantity of equipment supplied by contractors. A period of 3 to 6 months
should be sufficient to construct the proposed stream channel and cap at Line I.
The time required to incinerate the Line 800 soils is estimated to be about
10 months. However, this estimate is highly dependent on the size and number of
incinerator units procured for the remediation operation.
4.2.2.4.6 Cost.

Costs associated with implementing this alternative have been

estimated in accordance with standard engineering procedures. These costs include
both capital and O&:M costs. The capital costs of construction-related items were
increased by a factor of 40 percent to account for lower productivity due to
hazardous waste site work, contractor costs of health and safety programs, and
requirements for building staging and decontamination facilities.

The major

capi tal and O&:M cost items for this al terna ti ve are presented in Tables 4-12 and
4-13, respectively.
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Capi tal Cost Estimate:
Alternative 14--Channelization and Capping at Line I; and Excavation, Onsite Incineration,
Onsi te .'\sh Disposal, and Groundwater Extraction/Treatment at Line sao

Cost Item

Unit Price a

Cost

Ouantitv

($)

($ 1983)

2,300 c.y.
20 c.d.

3.50/c.y.
1,750/c.d.
7.34/!.f.
26.46/!.f.
14/1.1.
no/l.f.
11.20/c.y.
4.20/s.y.
7.00/c.y.
93.80/1,000 s.f.
10.JO/s.y.

Line I:

Channel Excavation
Site Preparation
Temporary Water
Di . . . ersion

Concrete Channel
Clay Cap
Drainage Net

Top Soil
Seeding
Erosion ~at
Regrading and Seeding

I,DOO l.1. of trench

1 J 000 1.1. of metal pipe
Pipe removal &. disposal
1,000 l.f.

30,500 c.y.
39,000 s.y.
22,200 c.y.
350,000 5.1.
3,750s.y.

8,000
3J ,000
48,000
280,000

Assumed

342,000
164,000
155,000
33,000
39,000
25,000

30 c.d.

756/c.d.

23,000

9,000 c.y.
65,000 c.y.
74,000 c.y.
62,900 c.y.
62,900 c.y.
37,100 c.y.

11.20/c.y.
6.58/c.y.
3.01/c.y.
4.75Ic.y.
1.8I1c.y.
11.62/c.y.

101,000
428,000
223,000
299,000
114,000
431,000

10 c.d.
43J,600 s.f.

5125Ic.d.
93.80/1,000 s.f.
Assumed

51,000
41,000
15,000

74,000 c.y.

275Ic.y.

20,3.50,000

I

100,000 ea.

12 (60 It deep)
12
2,000 !.f.

40/1.f.
1,500 ea.
12.9/1.f.
4,000 ea.

Borrow Source

Line 800:
Dewatering (Pumping)
Excavation:
Wet Sediments

Other soils
Hauling to incinerator
Loading and Hauling Ash
Ash placement

Lagoon and excavation
backfill
Backfilting settling basins

Seeding
Borrow Source

Regrading and Seeding
Incinera tion
Groundwater Treatment:
Carbon Column
Extraction Wells

Pumps
Piping
Column Housing

I

4.000
23.093.000

TOTAL

Abreviations: c.d.
C.y.
ea.
1.1.
s.1.
s.y.

100 ,000
29,000
18,000
26,000

-

crew day
cubic yard
each
linear foot
square foot
square yard

a Unit costs for Line 1 and Line 800 site work and earth work were increased by a factor of
40% over normal rates to account for hazardous waste site work.
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Operation &. Maintenance Cost Estimate:
Alternativc 14--Channelization and Cappin~ at Line Ij and Excavation, Onsite Incineration, Onsite Ash
Disposal, and Groundwater Extraction/Treatment at Line 800

Annual Cost
($ 1988)

Prescnt Worth Costa
($ 1988)

Quanti ty

Uni t Price ($ 1988)

--

Assumed

10,000

100,000

10 anal yscs/ yr

520/analysis

5,200

32,000

10 wells

500/well-yr

5,000

31,000

Carbon Replacement

53,000 ib/yr

0.80/1b

42,400

261,000

Carbon Disposal

53,000 Ib/yr

1.53/1b

81 ,090

498,000

26 anal yses/ yr

300/ anal ysi s

7,800

//8,000

53 MG/yr

150/MG

7,950

//9,000

--

Assumed

9,OQQ

55,000

169,000

1,07// ,000

Cost Itcm
Line 1:
Cap &: Channel Maintcnance
Line 800:
Groundwatcr Moni toring
G roundwa ter T rea tmen t:

..,.
I

'""

Groundwatcr Extraction

Effluent Moni toring
Effluent Pumping
Systcm Maintcnance
TOTALS

aGroundwatcr treatment and monitoring assumed to continue {or 10 YCi:lrs.

continue indefinitcly.

Cap Zlnd channel maintenance ilsslllned to

4.2.2.4.7

Overall Protection. As discussed in Sections 4.2.2.4.2 and 4.2.2.4.3, the

remedial actions performed under this alternative would be designed to effectively
control and minimize both short-term and long-term impacts on human health and
the environment. By employing incineration to destroy explosive contaminants in
soils, sediments, and sludge and by using a carbon adsorption system to treat
extracted groundwa ter and surface water, a permanent solution would be achieved
at the Line 800 site.

Use of the channelization and capping system should

effectively contain the explosive contaminants present at the Line I site and
prevent erosion and offsite migration via Brush Creek. In addition, this alternati'/e
would meet or exceed all ARARs (see Section 4.2.2.4.8). Therefore, this remedial
alternative is considered to offer a high level of overall protection of human health
and the environment.
4.2.2.4.8 Legal/Institutional Factors.

Although the soils and sediments at Line I

are not considered as hazardous wastes (as described in Section 2.3.4), RCRA
capping requirements for landfills/surface impoundments are considered relevant
and appropriate and would be followed in the design of the capping system.
Excavated materials at Line 800 would be incinerated in an onsite mobile
incinerator which would comply with RCRA incinerator standards. As described in
Section 2.3.4, K044-contaminated soils and sediments are not considered as
hazardous waste, although some K044 sludge that is a listed hazardous waste would
also be incinerated.

RCRA incinerator standards would nevertheless be met for

destruction of all soils, sediments, and sludges at Line 800. Further, incineration
of these materials would be conducted in a manner that ensures compliance with
NAAQS and NESHAPS.
Redisposal of incinerator ash onsite, while not subject to RCRA (as discussed
in Section 2.3.4), may be subject to State of Iowa Solid Waste Regulations.

The

minimum State requirements for sanitary landfills, which could be applicable to the
disposal of ash at Line 800, are listed in Section 4.2.2.3.8. These standards could
be met by the onsite disposal of ash at Line 800, especially since the incinerator
ash would be inert. The State of Iowa would be consulted concerning any further
requirements for disposal of the incinerator ash onsite.
At Line 800, both surface water and groundwater would be treated and
subsequently discharged to Brush Creek.
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Treatment levels for discharge would

meet or exceed the effluent guideline limitations for explosives manufacturing. In
addition, surface water quality criteria would be considered in determining
treatment levels and discharge rates to Brush Creek. The State of Iowa would be
consulted to ensure that State water quality standards are not exceeded.
A hazardous waste (spent carbon) would be generated from the activated
carbon treatment of surface water and groundwater at the Line 800 site.

This

spent carbon would either be incinerated onsite in an existing hazardous waste
incinera tor (currently operating under interim status), or shipped offsi te for
incineration.

In either case, incineration would be carried out in full compliance

with RCRA incinerator standards.

If the spent carbon must be stored prior to

onsite or offsite incineration, such storage would be conducted in compliance with
RCRA requirements for containers or tanks.

Any offsite shipment of hazardous

waste would fully comply with applicable DOT and RCRA standards for waste
transportation, as well as the Superfund offsite policy for waste disposal.
Finally, OSHA standards for remedial activities would be followed for all
remedial actions performed onsite.
4.2.3 Summary of Detailed Analysis/Comparison of Alternatives
In Section 4.2.2, each alternative considered under the 10-5 risk level
scenario was discussed and analyzed independently in terms of the seven evaluation
criteria. In this section, the four alternatives are compared against each other to
highlight their relative strengths and weaknesses.

Table 4-14 presents a summary

of this comparison in terms of the seven evaluation criteria.

The comparative

analysis is discussed in the sections that follow.
4.2.3.1 Short-Term Effectiveness. The no action alternative causes no short-term
impacts due to construction or implementation activities.
The principal differences between the three action alternatives (6, S, and 14)
with respect to short-term impacts are as follows:
•

Much larger quantities of contaminated materials would be excavated
and handled in Alternatives 8 and 14 than in Alternative 6, resulting in
a greater potential for worker exposure due to inhalation and dermal
contact.
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Comparative Analysis of Alternatives/Summary of [)etalled Analysis
for the /0-5 Risk Level Scenario

Evaluation Critcrial
ASScurncrH Factors

Alternative 6--Excav.llion
al line I and Oispus..al.:ll
LlflC 800; and Capping and
Groundwater Extfiu;tion!
Treatment ;1\ Line lWO

Altern.lIive I-No Action

Alternative 3--ElIcav,)tion,
Onsite Incinerillioll, and
Onsite A~h Dispoul.1I Line I
and Line gOOj and GruumJ ..... atcr
[xtraction!Treatllle,lt .:II
Line 80U

Allern.. live 1!4--Ch.lnneliZ<ition
.Ind Cappl"!; at Linc I; .'Ind
EIlCaV.ltloll, Omite Illclllcraliull,
Onsile A~h Dbl)()S.1I, .'Inu Cround.
....... ter [xlr.lction!TreatHlcnt
<It Lille 80U

Short-Term Eflcctivc(u:ss

Time
until prQtection Is
achieved (aller ROO signing)

MovellH:nl of Line I sulls and
capping of Line sao cllpcclcd

No protection achicvctl.

10 l.Jkc less Ihall J year.

Groundwater cK[rilcliOIl and
treatment <:$Iil1l3lcd to be:
pcrlorlned for 10 years lor
lull cleanup.

Excavalion and inciner.:ltion
of soils eSli,n.:lted to t.l~e
I year. AClual illlplcmcnt,ltion lime dependent Oil contractor selected.
Ground ..... ater extraction and
tre,)tllleni eStimaled to be
performed for 10 years lor
full cleanup.

Linc I cappin!: and ch.lnncl·
iZ3tion cstim.ltcd 10 lake)
to 6 months.
Excavation and incincration
01 Line 800 soils c~tiOll•• led
tu takc 1 yeM.
AClual
implc,nclliation timc depend_
ent on COlllr<lctor selccted.
Groundw<ittr cxlraction ar\d
treallnClll esti,natcd to be
perforrned for 10 years for
lull cleanup.

..,,

Protection
01
comll1unily
during remedial actions

No reilledi ... l
furmed.

"'Clions

per_

communi ty impact, lJ.c:.
uf relllOte location 01
~i Ie s.
No

cau~e

~

o
o

No communi ty iml),lCI due to
construction activilies, because 01 remote loc... tion of
sites. Air eminions from the
incinerator
could
possibly
h,)ve a minor impa<.:t on the
<':orll'llunily, ... Ithout:h usc 01
eflicient .Iir ell\i~sion COIltrois and incinerator control
systems would minimize this
ris~.

No COllllllwlily illlpilct dllc 10
cunslluctioll .I(;\ivilies, becausc 1,11 rClIIOle locallun 01
sitl:s. Air emissions Irolll thc
incinerator
could
possibly
havc a minor impact on the
COIl\ll\LUliIY, allhout>h 'lse uf
cllidel\l .Ilr cmission cuntrois and incillerator control
SySlcllH .....ould minimize this
risk.

Proteclion 01 workers during

No

P<'-

Wor~ers

remedial actions

formed.

should minilnize ex·
posure to du~t by inhdlation
or dermal cont.u:t by wcarinS
dust mas~s arId appropriate
clothing. Use 01 ..... ater spray
will minimize duu.

Workers should minimize ellposure to dust by illh.llalion
or dermal CunlaCI by ..... earing
dust lI\as~s a'lll ilppropri,lte
clothing. Use uf water sprily
.....ill minimize dust.

Workers should minimize cxposure to dust by inh.llaliol1
or derlnal contact by llIeariilt;
dll)t masks and appropri.llc
clothing. Use uf .....ater spr<iy
will minimize dust.

EnvIronmental impacu

No environmental
impact
caused by no actioll alternative.

Some
cont3tninated
sedi·
menu may be: lrarupoflcd
do ..... nstream durinli l.ine I
excavation.

Some
conliuninated
sediments Inay be Ir.lnsported
downHrcJln durillt: l.ine I ellcavation. Air cillissions Irolll
the incinerator could possibly
have a minor irnp,lcl Oil the
c.:u'''lnunily, .. III.ou\;11 usc 01
dlicient .lir cmissloll contruls and irlciru:r;tlor cuntrul
~rsletll~ would IllilliOlliie ,his

SOlllC
conl.lminatcd
sedi·
merits 1ll00y bc trallsported
Uuwnstrc.:llll during Line I Cllcav.ltion. Air Clrtissiuns frolll
the incinerator could possibly
havc a lllinor bnpJcl Oil the
cUllllllunity, althOUGh usc uf
clliciellt .Iir elllis~iul\ cunlruls .:md illcinerator contrul
SySI\'OOlS would minimilc Ihi~

rbk.

(hk.

remedial

actions
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Table 4-1'1 (cont'd)

Allern~IIYe

EVlIluati,," Cri h.~ri~1
1\):aC'UlllCOI r.ll..:tUn.

Ileliability uf cOIIUuls

I--

No I\ctill"

No cunuuls pruYiucu Iu rc-

uucc

cKposure ur luit;ration
polC'nli3f 01 conl.1luinanl .....

I\lh:(Il.lli Ie :I·-EXC.'Y.lhon.
On)llt: l.-cincr:J lion, .11\11

Ahernaliye 6--Exc:"yaliun
al Line I and Dlsl",s,,1 at
Line ~OO; a,,,1 <:"1'1'"'1; ,UIU
l:ruunolwaler E'lr~C\lunl
Treatllleill at I.lne aoo

Onsile Ash n,sl',,'al al LIne I
~l\d Lille 1$00; ~I\d l;rulIllllw,llt:r

lixtractiun/T,eal,ncill al
Line ~o()

E.Cavalioil at Lille I is an
alaulutcly reliable appruach
lu conlallUn.ltlOI\ source ee'00'11.11. as lunt; as contaminl-llcd loah:riolls ..l(e rc.,.\ovcd
Irom apPfopridte areas amI

tlcl'lils.
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Table 4-14 (cont'd)

Evaluation Cri leria!
I\uessment Factors

Alternative I-No ACllon

Alternative 6--Excavallon
at Line I and Olsposal al
Line 800j and Cappin!: and
Groundwater Extraclion!
Treatment at Line SOO

Alternalive So-Excavation,
Onsite Incineralion, and
Olulte Ash Oi,posal al Line I
and Line 800j and Groundwa ler
Extraction!Treallnenl at
Line KOO

Altetllallve 1~--ChanneIlLation
.nd Capping a I Line II .. nu
Excavallon, On~ile Incioler.llion,
Oo\'i Ie A.h Di>l'o.al; ano Groundw",tcr cxuolt.:tioo Tn:~tlf\cnt

atUne SOD

Impleinenlabilily
Technical feasibility

No technical feasibility considera lions.
Future remediation, II needed, would be made 'nore di flicull by spread of groundwater conla",ln... ,lon.

Excavation 01 Line I and
cappin~ 01 Line SOD could be
easily implemenled.

Incinaa tlon technology proven ill other similar sites. No
technology-related problems
antlelpa ted.

No unusual ddficulties antlcIIpated
lor
Installing
a
groundwater extracllon and

No unusual difficulties anticIpa ted
lor
installing
a

'rcd'lOetnt sysleln.

~(oul\dwatcr

extraction
Irea llneO' system.

and

ch... nntl ;lnd Colli) at
Line I .hould be eaSIly con-

Stream

~'ruett:t.f.

Incineration technology provet\ iii other iilllil.l( slles. No
lechnology-related problelll'
-slltidpo.1(cJ.
No unusual difficulties anlicip.. ted
lur
;n'I .. III"j;
a
cx 'fde lion
trCdtmcnt SyltCIn.

!)fOUIUJ'tiIol h:(

Ad,ninislrative leasibility

Acceplabilily 01 no action to
re~ul"lors is uncertain.

~

t

NPOES dischaqle perml t required 10 release trea led
wa ter to Bru,h Creek.

NPOES dlschaqle perlllit required to relea>e trea led
wa ler 10 Brush Creek.

Approval may be required to
incinerate spent actlvaled
carbon In on~i Ie lnciner.lIor
operating under
nCllA In-

A RCnA pet/nil may be required lor mohlle incineralods) broughl OnSile.

terim .$latus.

o

NPOES dlschaqle permll rccluirctJ

w.ler

Services and
ily available
capping. and
traction and

materials readlor excavation,
groundwa ler extreatonent sys-

UC.ltcJ

A nCIlA I,erlllit onay be required for II10hile inclnerator(s) brou~hl on.ile.

activo.ltcd

Approval Illay be required 10
indnc:r.1tc Spent
aCliv\ltctJ
carbon in onsi Ie il\cincra lur

spent

oper.. ting
tcrim

Not /\pplicable.

rcJc.nc

Ilru.h Creek.

in onsi Ie: incil\cr.itor
opera ling under nCnA inlerlm status.

c~(bon

Avallabillly 01 services
and materials

to
10
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Incincrate

VJ

ilnd

Lilli I ted pool of mobile incinera tor contrac lors. May have
10 wall for incinerators to
become available.

It.J
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IICII/\

1,,-

lu).

Limiled pool of mobile Inclnerittor c.:ontrdclors. M..lY have
to wi,lit (or il\cil\cr41 tors to
becume aV,J,i1alllc.

teln.

Service. and onaterlal. readIly .vallable lor exc.v.. lion
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j)foundwa ler

extraction

alld treatment .ystem.

Services .. n,1 lila lerials read·
lIy availaule lor eac.vatlun
cappl"j;. alld groundwa ler ex·
traction dlHJ

l(;:dl.nCIlI

ICIII.

COSI
Capital cosl. S I98S
Annual O&M co,t. Slyr
Present worth cost. SIns

o
o
o

1,526,000.

26.6~9,OOO

28,09J,OOO

172,000

D9,OOO

169.000

2,61~.000

27,62)

29,167

syi·

Table 4-14 (cont'd)

Ev~I''310011 C" IN;.}/

Alte'",lIive I-No Acl,ulI

AHCSo)lllCl\1 F.ll."IU(5

Ovcr.J1I Prlolicciion of

Alterll.}live 6··E.c•• val;Ull
.11 L.ne I .lId 1)l>llU'.l1 .11
L inc :sao; . ) lui C.)ppinl~ .-nd
l:ruUlulwJ,lcr EX".It:I,,,,,1
T,ealmenl ,.1 L,"e aDO

I\llcrn,jlhc S··IlJH;.lv,lllUn.
Onsl tc 1m 1I,,:r~I")ll, .Ind
OnSlle "sh D"llU'.l1 .\ I L.ne I
i)l\d Line SOD; ,.Hlt.J Cruun" ... .1h:r
L:xtrac:tion/Trc:.tlIl\C"I."
L,ne aDO

I\lkrllJII'ic 11,··Ch.lHnchL.JtiIJn
.ll1d C .... lll'lf'l; .1 I Line I; ... lId
[xt..!.,... IIUII, OII)llc loelfler.llll)" •
OU)llc 1\)11 1l1\lh".JI, .lull Lruuud·
W.1"·r CJlIf.h Ilunll r-: ... I IUCII I
,.1 L.lle ~UU

"UlI"'" lIe.1llh anu 'he EnvlrOlllnent
III.ldeq"3le
ptulecliun
01
he .. lth and the envi-

hUlfl~n

(\Jrllllcni.

Oilers .l hi!;h level or over~1I
p,ulection of hu,"an he.}llh
.ItHoJ lilt: CIIVlronlflcnt.

orlers .l very hll;h level or
I',uleclion ul hUIl.all heallh
and the cIIVlronlnC:lll •

Oilers a IUGh level ur ove'JII
proteCllon uf hUlUdn health
am..! .'Ie: cnVlrun,nclll.

RCRA
clusu,e ,equirell""1
would
~
Inet,
including
Gruund ...,) h:r tnOOllorint; rt:(Iulretnent.

ItCRA inciner lu, sl.lllda,ds
"ould llc "ould he ,ne I lu,
destruelhJn ctflelcoey .I"d
emissions.

InCln-:rJhH sl.JncJ.lrJ\
would be 'He I lur de~lructlon
clllclcncy .,1IIeJ CIlIIS)IOns.

NI'OES torllucnt requlrelf,,:nl)
would be me I for tre.ltecJ
w~lcrs
di'chdfl;ed 10 Ilrush
C'eek.

luw" sall;lary lulldr,lI 'equirc,ncnts would ue ttie I for

Legal/huIII"';Oll.l1 Facl"rs
COlllpllance "llh ,egul.llo,y
(C~uuclI\C'nu

I)ues ""1 'lice I RCil" c1o,"re
,elluorell,ents fo' 13ndlllls/
)urt .. cc: ampoundlltcnu ..

1leilA

RellA

umiitc: t.hspostJl
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Closu,e

requirt,nefll

wuuld UC IIICI lor Line I Coil'
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l"t:loer')lur

.uh.
NPOES cliluelli rell"i,e,nellis
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walers dlScha,!:ed 10 IIru,h
C'eek.

+:-

low.l
i.""I.lfy
landfill rc·
(luirc1ltenu wt,H,IJ be Inc t lur
Un)ltc ui"'I>U~.11 ul ",ci"Cralu(
ash.

NPllES e1l1ucfll requirt.nen15
would

I

be

'lie I

lor

w:llerS dlSch 'tied
C'eek.

.-

o

+:Compliance
with
criteria,
.ldv,\uric), and l)uidancc

May result in exceedance u(
~urf..acc wdlcr qU.llity criled.)
in nru)h Creek clue ItJ (un1,)IIHfl .. ,,1 ,nii)f.llion.

May ,esull

in UIlacceplallle

dcc;rad.lIIOn

or

tred led

I" IIrush

G ,,,und.,ate,
alld
sud 'Ce
"'.Iler would be Irc.ltcd to
levels Ih.!1 would nut result
In cXCced... nce or w,jler qu.,I·
; Iy cri leria ill Il'mh Crtek
when discharged.

Groundwater
and
}ud ... cc:
w.alcr would be: Irc.ltcd tu
ltovcls thai would nul resull
in cxcced.~"ce of W.1ter qUjl;ly c'ileria ;n lI'u,h Creek
.,hen dlSCh.l' !:ed.

GrullfltlwJ ler
and
surface
..... Ie( woulO he trcateu to
levels Ihal wt,)ulJ hul result
in Clil.CccLf.1UCc of w..Iler q\ljl·
ily cdtcrlti in I\rulh Creek
whcn disr.h.l'!:ed.

NOI

I,,,,,, .lily ItUIA l'erll,lllill!:
tll.11 lIIoly be:
i,,"posed.

Not Jpplic ... hlc, unless 1he
ArlllY dC)l(c) to ~cck w~ivcn
frum .,my IlCHA prrltlltllllL:
requirclI\clIl\ 111.... 1 .nay I,e
imposed.

Not .lppIIC ... hlc. unlcss the
Artily dC)lrc) Iv H:ek WJivc(\
'rulU
HCUA pCrll1itllllC
rcqUlrclllcnl) tlt.lt IIIJy Lc
illqkJ\ccJ.

tJ,,~no""n.

tJltknown.

lJoklIUWII.

bfount.! ......Ittr

4u-..h I y (or dnnkinl; p"q.,..ncs.

"l'p'opriJleneU or

N"I applicable.

.lpplicalllc,

Army deSire) 10

'MJivcn

rC(IUlfClllcnts

c;l,IlC .... 'ul
.lncc

OlurllulHly .\cccpt-

S t.t II: ~ncl

y UPIk)~I
be likely, If IIU (e",,,",11 ... 1 .lcthJOS arc IJht:I\.
Ilu(1 wuult.J

C:UIl"'lllhi I

"nless

Ihe

~l:ck wai"cr~

""y
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Alternatives 3 and 14 could potentially have a minor impact on the
surrounding community due to air emissions from the incinerators,
while

Alternati'te

6 should cause

no

short-term

imp2.cts on the

community.
Other

short-term

effectiveness

factors

ue

similar

for

the

three

action

alternatives.
Therefore, Alternati'le 6 has a definite advantage over Alternatives 8 and 14
with respect to short-term impacts, while the latter two alternatives appear to
have similar impacts.

The short-term impacts associated with each of the three

action alternatives could be effectively reduced by use of appropriate control
systems.
4.2.3.2 Long-Term Effectiveness. Under the 10- 5 risk level scenario, the no action
alternative would allow unacceptable risks to Brush Creek water quality to rem2.in
from eroding sediments at Line I and contaminated groundwater discharge to the
creek.

It would also allow the continued degradation of groundwater quality

between Line 800 and the creek.

These risks would be controlled by any of the

other three alternatives.
All three action alternatives would employ the same groundwater extraction
and treatment system to contain the contaminant plume at Line 800

and to treat

the contaminated groundwater and standing water in the Line 800 lagoon by carbon
adsorption.

This would serve to protect groundwater quality and mitigate the

infiltration of contaminants into Brush Creek via the groundwater route.
In addition to the groundwater extraction and treatment system that would
be employed at Line 800, the three action alternatives would employ containment,
incineration, or a combination of

these

two methods to achieve long-term

protection -of human health and the environment.

Alternative 6 would employ a

combination of excaV2.tion at Line I and containment by capping at Line 800, while
Alternative 8 would incinerate all contaminated soil, sediments, and sludge at both
study sites. Alternative 14 would employ a combination of containment by capping
and stream channelization at Line I and incineration at Line 800.
methods,

excavation/incineration

because it is a permanent solution.

would

be

more

reliable

than

Of these

containment,

On the other hand, containment does reduce

the risk of direct contact, erosion, and leachate generation by means of a physical
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barrier. Its long-term effectiveness would be dependent on the proper maintenance
of the cap and/or stream channel. An important consideration in this comparison is
the fact that groundwater treatment is proposed in conjunction with all of the
action alternatives. Groundwater treatment reduces the consequences of containment failure at Line 800 (and thus the risk), because any contaminated leachate
generated would be captured and treated by the groundwater system. In addition,
groundwater monitoring at Line 800 in all three action alternatives would help.
ensure long-term effectiveness. In terms of long-term effectiveness, Alternative 8·
has an advantage over Alternative 14, which, in turn, has an advantage over
Alternative 6.
4.2.3.3

Reduction of Toxicity, Mobility, and Volume.

The no action alternative

employs no treatment technologies and thus achieves no reductions in toxicity,
mobility, or volume (TMV). The three action alternatives all employ some form of
treatment process to reduce TMV in affected media.
All three action alternatives would include a groundwater extraction and
treatment system.

The toxicity of extracted groundwater would be reduced by

treating the water with activated carbon.

Incineration of the spent carbon from

the carbon adsorption system would permanently destroy the adsorbed contaminants.

While

carbon adsorption

•

treatment itself would reduce groundwater

toxicity, the groundwater extraction process would reduce the mobility of the
contaminated groundwater.

Mobility would be reduced as the extraction system

creates a cone of depression, thereby containing the plume.

The groundwater

extraction system would also result in a reduction of contaminant concentrations in
groundwater, as extracted contaminated water is replaced by clean water recharging the aquifer.
In Alternative 6, surface water removal and capping at Line 800 will reduce
mobility, in that infiltration, leachate generation, and leachate migration are
mitigated by this action. Alternative 6 would also provide a permanent solution at
Line I, because the contaminant source would be removed.
Two alternatives--S and 14--employ excavation and incineration to remove
and treat contaminated soils, sediments, and sludge.
eliminate sources of contamination.

This process wi1l essentially

Contaminant concentrations and toxicity are

grea tly reduced, because incineration is capable of destroying over 99.99 percent
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of the explosi'le molecules in these materials.

Alternative 8, which would

incinerate material from both Line 1 and Line 800, has an advantage over
Alternative

14, which would only incinerate material from Line 800.

Both

Alternatives 8 and 14 have an advantage over Alternative 6 in terms of TMV
reduction.
4.2.3.4

Implementability. Three main factors are included under the implementa-

bility criterion: technical feasibility, administrative feasibility, and availability of

services and materials. These factors are discussed below.
All four alternatives are technically feasible to implement.

While the no

action alternative would have no immediate technical feasibility considerations, it
could entail some future risks, because the groundwater contamination at Line 800
could become more widespread and difficult to remedia te in the future.

The

incineration alternatives (8 and 14) would be somewhat more difficult to perform
than Alternative 6, because of the much greater material handling requirements
associa ted wi th excava ting, incinerating, and replacing the incinera tor ash in the
excavated areas.
Administrati'lely, the no action alternative would be the most difficult to
implement, because of its potential unsuitability to regulators.

The two alter-

natives that include incineration would be more difficult to implement than
Alternative 6, since either a RCRA operating permit for the incinerator or a
permit waiver may

be required before cleanup could begin. The NPDES permits

and approvals required to operate the groundwater treatment system, if any, would
be common to all three action alternatives.
In terms of availability, Alternatives 8 and 14 would be more difficult to
implement than Alternative 6, because there is a limited supply of mobile rotary
kiln incinerators available and guarantees cannot be provided that one or more
incinerators would be available when desired by the Army to start site remediation
activities. Thus, longer lead times may be required to implement the incineration
alternatives.

Alternative 6, however, could be initiated with only a short lead

time, because only conventional construction eqUipment would be required and all
required materials would be readily available.
Therefore, Alternative 6 would have an overall advantage over Alternatives 8
and 14 with respect to implementability.
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4.2.3.5 Cost. The total capital, O&:M, and present worth costs oi each alternati,te
area summarized in Table 4-14. The no action alternative would entail no cost at
present, but may lead to a more costly remediation in the iuture. Because oi the
large volumes oi contaminated soils, sediments, and sludge, and the resul ting high
cost oi incineration, Alternatives 3 and 14 will cost much more than Alternati'te 6
to implement. Therefore, Alternative 6 has a cost advantage over Alternatives 8
and 14.
4.2.3.6

Overall Protection oi Human Health and the Environment.

The overall

protectiveness criterion is a composite of other evaluation criteria, especially
short term effectiveness, long term effectiveness and permanence, and compliance
with ARARs.

This evaluation provides an overall assessment as to whether each

alternative is protective.
As discussed in Section 4.2.3.2, the no action alternative does not provide
long-term effectiveness in protecting human health and the environment.

In

addition, the no action alternative does not meet ARARs (see Secton 4.2.3.7).
Therefore, the no action alternative is judged to be unprotective.
All three action alternatives analyzed were found to provide high levels oi
protectiveness. Implementation of Alternative 6 would result in the least amount
of exposure to site workers and the surrounding community. Therefore, it is judged
to have the greatest short-term effectiveness (see Section 4.2.3.)).
As discussed in Section 4.2.3.2, Alternatives 8 and 14 are considered to have
advantages over Alternative 6 in terms of long-term effectiveness, because oi the
permanence oi incineration. However, all three oi these alternatives are judged to
have acceptable long-term effectiveness, especially when the use of the groundwater extraction and treatment, system at Line 800 and the groundwater monitoring programs at Line I and Line 800 are considered together with the other
previously described remedial actions.

In addition, all three of these action

alternatives would meet or exceed all ARARs.
On balance, Alternative 8 is considered to have a slight advantage over
Alternative

14 in terms of overall protectiveness of human health and the

environment, which in turn has a slight advantage over Alternative 6.
4.2.3.7

Legal/Institutional Factors.

Of the four remedial alternatives under

consideration, only the no action alternative does not meet ARARs, and may not
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comply with applicable criteria and advisQries. The no action alternative would not
meet RCRA closure requirements for landfills and surface impoundments, and may
result in exceedances of surface water quality criteria for Brush Creek and
unacceptable degrada tion of groundwater quali ty for drinking purposes.
tion, State and

In addi-

community opposition would be likely if no remedial actions are

taken at either of the two study sites.
Each of the three action alternatives would meet or exceed all ARARs,
including RCRA closure standards (Alternatives 6 and 14) and RCRA incineration
standards (Alternatives 8 and 14).
4.2.4 Recommended Remdial Alternative
The recommended remedial alternative for the 10-5 risk level scenario is
Alternative 6--Excavation at Line I and Disposal at Line 800; and Capping and
Groundwater Extraction/Treatment at Line 800.

The recommended alternative

should be protective of public health and the environment and represent the best
balance of the seven evaluation criteria.

Alternative 6 satisfies these require-

ments.
With the exception of the no action alternative, the remedial alternatives
analyzed in detail were found to be protective of human health and the environment; to provide both short- and long-term effectiveness; to reduce tOXICIty,
mobility, and volume of contaminants in at least some affected media;

to be

capable of being implemented without any insurmountable obstacles; and to be
compatible with all applicable legal and institutional requirements. The overriding
issue in comparing the three action alternatives involves the cost advantage of
Alternative 6 over Alternatives 8 and 14 versus the relatively small advantages
that the latter two alternatives may have with respect to overall protectiveness of
human health and the environment. The cost savings of Alternative 6 with respect
to Alternatives 8 and 14 would be about $25 million and $26.5 million, respectively.
Because Alternative 6 has been shown to offer a high level of protection of human
health and the environment, its cost savings is considered to outweigh the slight
advantages that Alternatives 8 and 14 have in overall protection.

Alternative 6,

which

the preferred

is described

in detail in Section 4.2.2.2, is

alternative under the 10-5 risk level scenario.
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therefore

5.0 REMEDIAL AL TERNATIVES ANAL YSIS: 10-4 RISK LEVEL
5.1 INTRODUCTION
Based on the Endangerment Assessment (Dames &: Moore, 1989) and remedial
action criteria summarized in Sections 1.2.4 and 2.2, respectively, of this report,
no remedial actions are required to meet the ris~ level of 10- 4 or greater at either
the Line I or Line 800 sites.

Based on existing contaminant levels and hydrogeological conditions at these sites, the predicted risk levels are Jess than 10- 4 (see
Section 1.2.4).

Since the no action alternative would meet the risk le'lel
requirements under the 10- 4 risk level scenario, other remedial action alternatives--such as those considered under the 10- 6 (Section 3.0) and 10- 5 (Section

4.0) risk level scenarios--will not be considered in this section.
To ensure that the remedial action criteria established under the 10- 4 risk
level scenario continue to be met in the future, groundwater monitoring at Line
800 and surface water monitoring in Brush Creek near Line 1 are included in the no
action alternative to be evaluated in this section.
5.2 ALTERNATIVES ANAL YSIS
As discussed previously, only the no action alternative will be evaluated in
this section. In the following subsections, this alternative is evaluated according to
the criteria described in Section 3.2.1.
5.2.1 No Action Alternative

5.2.1.1

Description. The no action alternative being considered under the 10- 4 risk

level scenario would employ the following groundwater and surface water monitoring schedules:
•

Line 800--14 groundwater monitoring wells to be' sampled quarterly
over a period of 30 years.

•

Line 1--12 surface water samples to be collected annually from each of
three sampling stations in Brush Creek and its headwater tributaries
over a period of 5 years; six of these samples would be collected
annually during storm events, and six would be collected bimonthly
during normal flow conditions.
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In the case oi the groundwater monitoring at Line 800, eight existing wells
and six new wells would be used.

All of these wells would be screened in the

bedrock aquifer, and would be located either in the vicinity of the Line 800 Pink
Water Lagoon or along Brush Creek. The wells would be sampled to ensure that the
following contaminant concentrations in limestone bedrock oroundwater
are not
o
exceeded in the future (se" Table 2- J):
•

2,6-D~T --25

•

RDX--450 ug/I.

ug/l

The groundwater sam?les would be analyzed for these
nants of concern.

explosi'/e contami-

If these remedial action cd teria should be exceeded in the

future, appropriate remedial actions such as those considered in Sections 3.1.3 and
4.1.3 would be evaluated for possible implementation.
In association with the Line I area, the surface water samples would be
collected to determine the possible extent of erosion of contaminated sediments
from the Former Line I Impoundment into Brush Creek.

Of the three sampling

stations considered, one would be located slightly downstream of the former dam
at Line I, and two would be located upgradient of the former impoundment in
headwater tributaries of Brush Creek, slightly downstream of points where process
water is discharged into

these tributaries as discussed in Section 2.5.2.1.6.

Automatic sampling devices would be used to collect flow-proportioned composite
samples at each station during six storm events per year, and manual sampling
would be conducted bimonthly at each station during normal flow conditions. The
surface water samples would be collected to ensure that the remedial action
criterion of 700 ug/l for RDX concentrations in Brush Creek is not exceeded in the
future.

If this criterion is exceeded in the future, appropriate remedial actions

such as those considered in Sections 3.1.2 and 4.1.2 would be evaluated for possible

im plementation.
5.2.1.2 Short-Term Effectiveness. The only construction-related activities under
this alternative would involve the installation of six new groundwater monitoring
wells and three automatic sampling stations in Brush Creek and its headwater
tributaries.

Short-term

impacts

on

community

or

worker

health

or

the

environment due to construction or implementation activities would be minimal or
none.
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5.2.1.3

Long-Term Effectiveness. The groundwater monitoring system that would

be implemented at Line 800 under the no action alternative would be designed to
detect possible changes in groundwater contaminant levels that could potentially
result in future exceedance of the remedial action criteria for the 10- 4 risk le'lel.
To ensure the long-term effectiveness of this alternative, consideration would be
given to addi tional remedial measures in case such an exceedance should occur in
the future.

Groundwater monitoring at Line 800 is assumed to be required for a

period of 30 years under the no action alternative.
Under the no action alternative, the surface water in Brush Creek could be
adversely affected by the erosion of sediments at the Former Line I Impoundment.
The surface water monitoring program described previously would be designed to
determine the extent of contaminated sediment erosion into Brush Creek.

To

ensure the long-term effectiveness of the no action alternative, consideration
would be given to addi tional remedial measures in case the remedial action
criterion for RDX were exceeded in Brush Creek in the future.

As long as this

remedial action criterion is not exceeded, the possible erosion of sediments to
Brush Creek would be acceptable under the 10- 4 risk level scenario.
For purposes of this FS, surface water monitoring associated with Line I is
assumed to be required for a period of 5 years.

The actual duration of surface

water monitoring would depend on the data collected during this 5-year period,
particularly the trends in the estimated contaminant erosion rates.
5.2.1.4

Reduction of Toxicity, Mobility, and Volume.

No reduction ln toxicity,

mobility, or volume of contaminants or contaminated media would result from the
no action alternative.
5.2.1.5

Implementabili ty.

There are no significant construction-related imple-

mentation considerations associated with the no action alternative.

The use of

groundwater monitoring wells and surface water monitoring stations is routine, and
no difficulties are anticipated at IAAP.

The groundwater monitoring at Line 800

and the surface water monitoring at Line I are assumed to be conducted for the
periods of 30 and 5 years, respectively.

Regulatory approval of the no action
alternative is uncertain, but may be possible if the 10- 4 risk level is acceptable to
the regulatory agencies.
5.2.1.6

Cost.

Direct costs required to implement the no action alternative are

summarized in Table 5-1.

The total capital cost for installing the six new
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TABLE 5-1
Cost Estimate--No Action Alternative
(Including GrQundwater \lonitoring at
Line sao and Surface Water ,'vlonitoring at Line l)
CAPITAL COSTS
Item

Rate ($)

Unit

Cost

New Groundwater .'vloni toring Wells

18,750/well

6 wells

$ I 12,500

Surface Water ,'vIoni toring
Automated samples
Flow records
Enclosures
Stage-discharge relationships
Pygmy meter

2,500/sam pier
3,500!recorder
50 a/enclosure
3,000/station
2,000!meter

3
3
3
3
I

$
$
$
$

samples
recorders
enclosures
stations
meter

Total Capi tal Cost

7,500
10,500
1,500
9,000
$ 2, 000

$143,000

ANNUAL 08M COSTS
Item

Rate ($)

Unit

Cost

Groundwa ter Moni toring
Lab analyses
Labor

56 anal yses! yr
112 hrs!yr (a)

520!analysis
40!hr

$ 29, 120!yr
$ 3, 400!yr

Surface Water Monitoring
Da ta collection! processing
Equipment maintenance
Lab Analyses

168 hrs!yr (b)
352!hrs!yr
36 anal yses! yr

40!!hr
40!hr
370!analysis

$ 6, 700!yr
$14,100!yr
$13,300!yr

Total 08M

$ 66, 620!yr

PRESENT WORTH COST (c)

$578,900

(a)
(b)

(c)

Assumes 2 hrs to coHect each groundwater sample.
Assumes 20 hrs per storm event and 8 hrs per bimonthly sampling event.
Assumes a document factor of 10%, groundwater monitoring over a 30-year
period, and surface water monitoring over a 5-year period.
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monitoring wells at Line 300 and for equipment and labor associated with the three
surface water monitoring stations of Line I is estimated to be $143,000.

The

annual OSM cost for collecting and analyzing the groundwater and surface water
samples is estimated to be $J2,520/year and $34,100/year, respectively.

The

present worth cost, assuming a 10% discount rate, a JO-year groundwater monitoring period, and a 5-year surface water monitoring period is calculated to be
$573,900.
In addition to the direct costs presented in Table 5-1, the Army would assume
that long-term liability for any contaminants migrating ofisite at unaccepta:'le
concentrations.

While costs associated with future potential liabilities have not

been estimated, they could be substantial if no remedial actions are taken in time
to present offsi te migration.

5.2.1.7

Overall Protection.

The no action alternative would provide adequate

overall protectiveness of human health and the environment to meet a risk level of
10- 4 .
5.2.1.8

Legal/Institutional Factors.

RCRA groundwater monitoring requirements

would be relevant and appropriate at Line 800.

The intent of 40 CFR Part 264,

Subpart F, would, therefore, be met in the design of the groundwater moni toring
program a t Line 800.
The 10- 4 risk level has been identified by USEPA as an acceptable risk level
in some cases. The no action alternative--which meets the 10- 4 risk level--may
therefore be acceptable to State and Federal regulatory agencies.
The no action alternative may not meet some requirements considered as
ARARs.

Although the waste materials found in Line I and Line 800 would not be

sUbject to RCRA requirements if left in place, RCRA closure requirements for
excavation/removal

or

capping of

wastes

considered as "relevant and appropriate."

In

surface impoundments

may be

RCRA requirements for closure of

surface impoundments would not be met by the no action alternative. In addition,
the no action alternative could possibly result in exceedances of water quality
standards by the State of Iowa and/or other surface water quality criteria in Brush
Creek as a result of the erosion of contaminated soils/sediments from the Former
Line I Impoundment to Brush Creek during rainfall events and/or the migration of
contaminated

groundwater

from

the
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Line

800

area

to

Brush

Creek

in the future.

There is no e'/idence at this time, however, that any surface water

standards or criteria would not be met.
5.3

RECOM~\ENDED REMEDIAL

ALTERNATIVE

As discussed in Section 5.!, only

the

no

action alternative has been

considered and evaluated in this section because the risk level of 10- 4 could be met
without implementation of any remedial measures. To ensure that possible future
changes in groundwater conditions at the Line 800 site would not potentially result
in future exceedances of the 10- 4 risk level, groundwater monitoring at Line 800
would be implemented as part of the no action alternative.

Surface water

monitoring in Brush Creek and its headwater tributaries would similarly be
performed to ensure that erosion of contaminated sediments from the Former Line
I Impoundment would not result in future exceedances of remedial action criteria
corresponding to the 10- 4 risk level in Brush Creek.
Although the no action alternative could potentially fail to meet some
ARARs (see Section 5.2.1.8), public health would be adequately protected as long
as the remedial action criteria corresponding to the 10- 4 risk level are not
exceeded.

Implementation of

the proposed groundwater and surface water

moni toring programs would monitor for possible exceedances of remedial action
cri teria and, therefore, provide a mechanism for flagging the need for remedial
action to adequately protect public health.

Thus, the no action alternative is the

recommended remedial action under the 10- 4 risk level scenario.
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6.0 SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDED REMEDIAL ACTION AL TERNA TIVES

Remedial action alternatives were developed and evaluated for three
different target risk levels--10- 6 , 10- 5 , and 10- 4 . The recommended remedial
alternatives from the alternatives analysis at each risk level are summarized
below.
In the case of the 10- 6 risk level, the preferred alternative includes the
excavation and removal of contaminated sediments and soils from the Former
Line 1 Impoundment and their placement in the dewatered Line 800 lagoon,
followed by capping of the entire Line 800 site, including the lagoon, sJudge
dumping area, and nearby settling basins. In addition, contaminated groundwater in
the limestone bedrock aquifer would be extracted, treated, and monitored at the
Line 800 site.
The recommended alternative for the 10- 5 risk level is similar to that for the
10- 6 risk level except that smaller amounts of contaminated materials require
remediation at both the Line 1 and Line 800 sites under the 10- 5 risk level
scenario.

Thus, the area requiring an impermeable clay cap at the Line 800 site,

after placement of the excavated sediments and soils from Line 1, would only be 3
acres, in comparison to the 12 acres that would have to be capped under the 10- 6
risk level scenario.

In the case of the 10- 5 risk level scenario, other areas at the

Line 800 site, which need not be capped, would be backfilled with soil, graded, and
seeded.
The no action alternative is the preferred alternative under the 10- 4 risk
level scenario because, based on the remedial action criteria developed in this
report, no remedial action is required at the 10- 4 risk level.
To ensure that
remedial action criteria corresponding to the 10- 4 risk level are not exceeded in
the future, groundwater monitoring at Line 800 and surface water monitoring at
Line I are inlcuded in this no action alternative.
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APPENDIX B
Preliminary Discussion of and Ra tiona Ie for a
Groundwa ter Extraction/Treatment System
at the Line &00 Pink Water Lagoon
Detailed design of the groundwater extraction/treatment system for the Line
&00 Pink Water Lagoon requires more information than is presently available
concerning the hydraulic properties of the shallow limestone aqui fer and the
overlying glacial till.

Hydraulic properties of the bedrock aquifer at the Line &00

Pink Water Lagoon--incJuding hydraulic conductivity and specific storage--must be
determined to facilitate evaluation of groundwater treatment design factors.
These design factors include the long-term water yielding potential of the aquifer
and the configuration of cones of influence (or depression) that wi11 develop around
pumped we11s.

Evaluation of such factors would enable reliable determination of

groundwater extraction we11 designs, spacing, and long-term pumping rates.
Preliminary assessment of the hydraulic conductivity of the bedrock aquifer
has been facilitated by conducting slug tests on the bedrock we11s at the Line 800
Pink

Water Lagoon (Battelle,

1984).

However,

the hydraulic conductivities

determined by the slug test method may be unreliable estimates of the overall
hydraulic conducti'/i ty of the bedrock aqui fer for the following reasons:
•

None of the bedrock wells tested (G-40, G-42, G-44, G-46) (see Figure
B-1 for we11 locations) were screened across the glacial till/bedrock
boundary which may represent a more permeable bedrock zone due to
preferential weathering.

Preferential weathering of this bedrock zone

at the Line &00 Pink Water Lagoon is indicated by drilling logs
(Batte11e, 1934) for three wells (G-42, G-44, and G-46).

These logs

report that the drilling method had to be changed from ho11ow stem
auger to tri-cone bit at the base of the glacial ti11, indicating transition
to

weathered

bedrock.

Though

the

weathered

bedrock is

more

competent than the overlying ti11, as evidenced by the need for tri-cone
dri11ing, the weathered bedrock was not competent enough to facili ta te
NX coring.
encountered.

NX coring did not begin until competent bedrock was
Competent bedrock was encountered at 4 and & feet,

respectively, below the point of auger refusal (boundary between glacial
ti11 and weathered/shaley bedrock) in wells G-44 and G-42.
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FIGURE B-1
SAMPLING LOCATIONS AT THE LINE 800 PINK WATER LAGOON
OATTELLE FOLLOW·ON STUDY OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONTAMINATION, 1984

•

None of the screens for the tested weJls encountered

VUCO",
oc.

hiohly
0

fractured limestone with solution cavities, such as is reoortec to occur

at lAAP according to the weJl log for well G-44 (Battelle,

198~).

Tr,e

possible occurrence of such bedrock features at the Line 800 Pink
Water Lagoon would result in greater hydraulic conductivities than
currently estimated.
•

Slug

tests

measure

only

the

hydraulic

conducti'/ity

immediate vicinity of the 'well being tested.

within

the

The obser'/ed hydraulic

conductivity at the tested well may vary significantly across the site,
particularly

for

limestone

bedrock

which

is

typically

highly

heterogeneous and anisotropic.
In addition to the uncertainties concerning the hydraulic conductivity of the
bedrock aquifer, there have been no measurements, to date, of the specific storage
of the bedrock aquifer at the Line

sao

Pink Water Lagoon.

above, detailed design of a groundwater extraction system
estimates of hydraulic conductivity anc' specific storage.

As initially stated
requires reliable
Long-term aquifer

pumping tests are necessary to measure the specific storage of an aquifer,
Regarding the glacial till, there currently are no estimates of leakance likely
to be induced by the pumping of bedrock wells.

The tills are naturally leaky, as

evidenced by the occurrence of explosives contamination in the bedrock aquifer.
Leakance will affect the pumping rates and cones of drawdown associated with
bedrock groundwater extraction wells.
Despite the above uncertainties, a

preliminary estimate of the design,

spacing, and long-term pumping rates of groundwater extraction wells for the Line
800 Pink Water Lagoon is necessary to derive preliminary cost estimates.

The

following approach is used to accomplish this objective:
•

Long-term pumping rates for individual extraction wells are evaluated
by relating estimates of probable specific capacities for groundwater
extraction wells a t the Line

sao

Pink Wa ter Lagoon to probable

extraction well depthS.
•

The locations/spacing of the extraction wells are evaluated by estimating the size of the cone of influence (capture zone) associated with
each well in response to continuous long-term pumping, using an
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analytical model (Hantush and Jacobs, 1955) of the hydraulic head
changes in a leaky confined aquifer in response to groundwater extraction.
•

Estima tes of the variable inputs to the Hantush and Jacobs model are
derived from available site-specific field data and from regional data
supplied by the Iowa Geological Survey.

The specific capacity of wells completed within Mississippian-aged bedrock
units such as occur at the Line 800 Pink Water Lagoon is reported to be less than
I gpm per foot of drawdown in the region of IAAP (Horick and Steinhilber, 1973).
It is assumed that the specific capacity reported by Horick and Steinhilber
corresponded to a range of values somewhere between 0 and I gpm per foot of
drawdown. For the present assessment, a value of 0.5 gpm per foot of drawdown is
assumed.

The pumping duration associated with Horick and Steinhilber's specific

estimate was not specified. Specific capacities generally decrease with increasing
pumping times. Relative to the length of time (years) that a remedial groundwater
extraction system may operate, the pumping duration associated with Horick and
Steinhilber's specific capacity estimate of 0.5· gpm is considered an upper-bound
estimate for groundwater extraction wells at the Line 800 Pink Water Lagoon. The
specific capacity of 0.5 gpm per foot of drawdown indicates that for each foot of
drawdown in a pumped well, the supply of water entering the well will increase by
0.5 gpm.
The depth of the well intake below the potentiometric surface determines the
available drawdown and rate of water influx into the well, in accordance with the
specific capacity.

The groundwater extraction rate cannot exceed the rate of

groundwater influx to the well for long durations.

The maximum long-term

pumping rate is equal to the rate of groundwater influx to the well. Groundwater
extraction wells at the Line 800 Pink Water Lagoon are estimated to extend to a
depth on the order of 60 feet (approximate elevation of 620 feet at this si tel.

A

well drilled to this depth in the vicinity of well G-44 (contaminated bedrock well)
at the Line 800 Pink Water Lagoon would extend approximately nine feet below the
top of the weathered bedrock surface, which should be sufficient to withdraw
potentially contaminated groundwater associated with the upper portion of the
bedrock. A deeper extraction well could possible draw groundwater contamination
down ward into previously uncontaminated zones, which is not desirable. This gives
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a theoretical average

avai!a~le

drawdown of approximately 37 feet, considering the

static potentiometric surface elevation (657 feet) observed for bedroc:< monitoring
G-44 (Battelle, 1984).
The theoretical average available drawdown is adjusted to 17 feet to allow a
5-foot space in the extraction well for sediment accumulation below the pump, a 5foot space for the pump and water, and a 10-foot buffer above the pump to avoid
dewatering the pump.

Relating the adjusted drawdown of 17 feet to the specific

capacity of 0.5 gpm per foot of drawdown gives a pumping rate of 8.5 gpm. Actual
sustainable rates will vary depending on the occurrence of potential fracture zones
or solution channels that may be encountered by the screened portion of the
extraction well, and the applicability of the estimated specific capacity to the area
of the Line 800 Pink Water Lagoon.
The Hantush and Jacobs (J955) equation that describes drawdown in a leaky
confined aquifer aquifer is used to estimate the cone of influence that would
develop around a well screened into the bedrock aquifer at the Line 800 Pink Water
Lagoon and pumped at a rate of 8.5 gpm. This, in turn, would relate to an estimate
of spacings between extraction wells. The Hantush and Jacobs equation is:

s' = --SL W (u .!J
11 T
' 5

(Eq B- J)

where:

W(u,.!J
5

=

well function for uniformly porous leaky aquifer with fully
penetrating weHs having no storage capacity and negligible
aquitard storage and source bed drawdown changes (dimensionless).
r
T I(P' 1m')

r
5

=

P'

= vertical permeability of aquitard (gpd/ft 2)
= saturated aquitard thickness (feet)
= aquifer transmissivity (gpd/ft)
= pumping rate (gpm)
= 3.111
= distance to observation well (ft)
= (r 25) t (Ht)

m'
T
Q
TT

r
u

5-6

t

= time (days)

S

= aquifer storativity (dimensionless)

s'

= draw down (feet).

Figure B-2 illustrates a conceptual diagram of the aquifer configuration
evaluated by Equation B-1. This configuration is roughly analagous to the situation
at the Line 800 Pink Water Lagoon. The confined aquifer in Figure B-2 represents
the limestone bedrock at the Line 800 Pink Water Lagoon.
represents the glacial till.

The leaky aquitard

Extraction of water from the limestone bedrock will

cause a pressure drop (cone of drawdown) in this aquifer.

Contaminated ground-

water within this cone of drawdown will be drawn toward the extraction well. Also
in response to the pressure drop, groundwater will leak downward into the bedrock
aquifer from the overlying glacial till, somewhat retarding the rate of expansion of
the cone of dra wdown.
The actual configuration of the capture zone (cone of drawdown) associated
with a groundwater extraction we11 at the Line 800 Pink Water Lagoon will likely
differ somewhat from the configuration predicted by Equation B-1, because not all
of the assumptions inherent to Equation B-1 are fulfi11ed and because not a11 of the
processes operative during groundwater extraction are considered by Equation B-1.
However, lacking detailed, site-specific aquifer performance data, it would be
difficult to derive parameter values to serve as variable inputs to more rigorous
models.

Table B-1 summarizes assumptions inherent in the Hantush and Jacobs

model equation, whether the assumption is fulfilled in the present application, and
likely effects of deviations from the inherent assumptions.
Walton (1984a) presents a computer program

that, in accordance with

Equation B-1, calculates drawdown as a function of time and distance from the
groundwater extraction well. Required variable inputs are presented in Table B-2,
along with values for each variable estimated to be applicable to the Line 800 Pink
Water Lagoon and the rationale for the indicated variable value.

Table B-3

presents the BASIC program used (Walton, 1984a). Table B-4 presents the modeling
results in term of the predicted drawdown for an observation well at a distance (r)
of 225 feet from the groundwater extraction well.
The

results

indicate a

negligible

steady-state drawdown

at

225

feet,

associated with a groundwater extraction well pumping continuously at a rate of
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FIGURE B-2
UNIFORMLY POROUS LEAKY ARTESIAN AQUIFER WITH
CONSTANT THICKNESS AND FULLY PENETRATING WELLS

SOURCE: Walton, 1984a.
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TABLE B-1
Major Assumptions Inherent to the Hantush and J2.cobs Model

Assum ption

1. Aquifer is homohomogeneous and

isotropic.

2. Groundwater
extraction well is
fully penetra ting.

3. Water source to top
of aqui tard is equal
to or greater than
the steady-state
leakance rate from
the bottom of the
aquitard into the
underlying aquielude.
4. The aqui tard is
imcompressible;
therefore there is
no released of water
from storage due to
the pressure drop
associa ted wi th
pum ping groundwa ter from the
underlying limestone bedrock.

Deviation

Likely Effect

Limestone bedrock is
likely heterogeneous
and anisotropic.

Actual cones of influence m2.Y have irregular shapes, possibly
aligned along zones of
higher permeabiJi ty.

Groundwa ter extraction
wells will only partially
penetrate the limestone
aquifer, to avoid pulling
the contaminant plume
downward to presently
uncontamina ted zones.

Actual cone of influence may tend to be
larger than predicted.

Leakance rate may
exceed recharge rate.
Recharge in the region
of IAAP is low (l.5 to
2.0 inches per year
(Gordon, 1988)) due to
low permeability glacial drift.

Initial groundwater
extraction rate of 8.5
gpm per well may not
be sustainable throughout the dura tion of the
groundwa ter
remediation project.

The aquitard is com pressible; therefore, water
will be released from
storage, especially
during the early stages
of pumping.

Actual cones of influence will tend to be
smaller than predicted,
especially during the
early stages of pumping.
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TABLE B-2
Variable Values Used With the Hantush and JacoDs Equation to
Estimate the Cone of Influence Associated With a Groundwater
Extraction Wet I at the Line 800 Pink Water Lagoon

Variable

Estimated
Value

Rationale

Distance to Observation Well (r)

Varied from
to 225 feet

Determine distance (radial distance to edge of cone of influence)
where drawdown is negligible.

Transmissivity (T)

660 gpd/ft

Product of aquifer thickness (140
feet; AEHA, 1985) and the hydraulic conductivities estimated by
slug tests for bedrock wells
(Battelle, 1984).

Aquifer 5torativity
(5)

0.00014

Estimated as the product of the
aquifer thickness and lxlO- 6
(Lohman, 1972, cited in Walton,
1984b)

Aqui tard Vertical
Permeability (P)

12.7 j gpd/ft 2

Assumed equal to the horizontal
permeabil1ties (hydraulic conductivity) estimated by slug tests for
glacial tiJJ wells (BatteJJe, 1984).

Aqui tard Thickness
(m')

43.5 feet

Average glacial till thickness at
the Line 800 Pink Water Lagoon,
based on logs of wells G-40, G-42,
G-44, and G-46.

Time (t)

1,825 days

Long enough pumping duration to
represent steady-state conditions.

Groundwater Extraction Rate (Q)

8.5 gpm

Product of 17 feet available drawdown and specific capacity of 0.5
gpm/ft (see text for discussion).
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TABLE B-3
BASIC Program Using the Hantush and Jacobs Equation to
Estimate Drawdown in Response to Grondwater Extractiona
1 CLEAR

2 CL5
3 PRINT"PrcQr.m:

~TON

- 810-

18M/PC laO·
10 PRINT-Purpo •• , 2-L~YER AOUIFER SYSTEM-UNIFORM
11 PRINT"
SINGLE WELL"
12 PRINT STRINGr(~~•• ~)
14 AF •• " ••.•••• ~--_·

~

PRINT-Y.~.10nl

1~

PROFERTIESi~

PIL'·STRINGJ(BO,4~)

lq LPRINT C~~1(12)ILPRINi·WAlTON - B10",LPRINT PJL',LPRINT
20 INPUT"RADIAL DISTANCE TO WELL (FT}-",R
30 LPRINT-RADJAL DISTANCE TO WELL eFT).- USING AF.;R
~o INPUT"AQUIFER TRANSMISSSIYITV (GPO/FTI-",T
~(J LPRINT·AOUIFEFot TRA.NSI'1JSSIVITY (GPO/Fr)." USING AF,;;
bO INPUT"AQUIFER 6TORATIVITY (OIM).·,C
70 LPRINT·AQUIFER STQRATJVITY (DIMI." USING AF.IO

80 INFUT"AQUITARO VERTICAL ~RM£ABILITY (GPO/SO FTJ-"IP
LPRINT"AOUITARO VERTICAL PERMEABILITY CGPO/SO FT).w USING
10(1 INF"UT"AQUITARO THICKNESS (FT).",E
110 LPKINT-AOUITA~O THICKNESS (FT).» USING AF';E
120 INPUT-TI~E (DAY).-,Z
130 LPRINT"TIM£ (DAY)." USING AF';2
14(' INPUT-DISCHARGE RATE OF" WELL CGP'I"'U.-,c
150 LPRINT"DISCHARGE FocATE OF WEL.L. CSP?1)." USING AF.IC
160 U-l.87-R-2-0/(T-ZJ

~O

170

S-R/'T.E/P)-.~

180 IF U>5!
1~0

A~rlP

THEN LET WS-OfGOTQ

~10

IF 5>2 THEN GOTO 460

200 IF U>-l THEN GOTO 220

210 WU.-LOG(U)-.57721~ob00000005.+.~qq~91~300000000'-U-.2
•• 910:S5'.U+U..O~~1997·L

z:so

-3-~.70004E-03.U-4+1.07B:7E-03·U~IGOTO

220

wU·U-4+8.57332B74010001'.U-3~lB.05901697~_U-2~e.6347.0
e92499999•• U·.2b77737

34~000005'

230 wu-wU/(U-4.~.:S73:223~5400007'-U-3.25.b32q5614e61-U-2+21.Oqq~~30B~7.+U·3.9~84
.092280(0051)

240 WU-wU/(U_EXPIU»
2':.0 L-5/:.75
260 V-l+J.515b229'_L-2+3.0eQQ424'_L-•• l.2067492'+L A • • • 26597J.L-S+.03~07be.L-I0+.
004:SS13-L-12
270 F-5/2
290 H.-LOG (FI.V-.5772156600000005'+. 422784.F-2+.2306975b.-F-4 •• 03 46859+F~·b+2.62t
9SE-03+F-S+.OOOI075-F-IO+.0000074.F-12

Z90 IF 6-0 THEN LET w5-wU.BOTO 510
:S00 N-S-2/(4.U)

310 IF
~20

IF

N>~

THEN LET WS-2-HIBOTO

U<-.~

THEN BOTO

~10

~o

~30

A-U+.585B,S-U.3.414.C-S*S/4

~40

WS-l.5637-EXP(-A-C/AJ/A.4.54-EXP(-B-C/8)/BI60TO 510

~50

IF U<.05 THEN GOTO
IF U>5/2 THEN GOTO

~aO

~90
~80

370 C--Cl.75+UI A - • • Se.S,wS_2.H_4.S*10-cI90TO 510
380 WS-WU-CS/(4.7.U- •• »-2IBOTO 510
~~O

IF U>.OI AND 6<.1 THEN GOTO 380

400 IF N<l THEN GOTO 4.0
410 WN-N-4+B.57332S74010001 •• N-3+18.~.016.73'-N-2.e
•• 347.08924.~•• ~'·N•• 2b77737
34300000~'

420 WN.WN/(N-•••• 5733223.5400007 •• N-3.25 •• ~~5b14eb•• N-2.21.09Vb~30e=7'.N.3.'~B~

.69228000051)
430

a

WN·WN/(H.EXP(H».~TO

450

Source: Walton, 1984a.
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TABLE B-3 (cont'd)

440 WN- -LDG(Nl ••• 9999Iq30000001.·~.~772150bOOOOOOOB'-.2.qql0=~'.N·:
•. ~::1997.~
~J- •. 7000.E-03.N·.·l.078~7E-03.N~~
4~O

WS-:.H-WN.VIGOTO

460

M·-«S-2.U)/(2.UA.~»

.70 IF

~:o

TKEN LET

~10

~AbS(~)tGOSU~

480rGOTO

~OO

471 GOSUB 480

472 WS-(3.J.lb/(2.Sl)-.~.EXP(-S).N
.73 GOTD ~10
.80 N·l/(1·.070~~107e4•• ~·.04=2e2012J•• ~·2·q.270~:72000000140-03-"
."'4·2.7b~67E-04.M~~
••. :SOb~8E-05.M~b)AlbIRET~N
~OO

WS·(:S.141b/(2.S)-.~·EXP(-S).(2-NI

~10

F-114.b.O.wS/T
LPRINT-ORAWOOWN eFT).- USING AF.1F
PRINTJPRIHT"ORAWOQWN (FT)·- USING AF';F

~20
~Zl

:S:SO END
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3.1.~~1)14E-04

TABLE B-4
~Aodeling

Results: Estimate of Drawdown in Response
to Groundwater Extraction

RADIAL DISTANCE TO ~ELL (FT)= 2.2500E+02
AQUIFER TRANSMISSIVITY (GPD/FT)= 6.6000E+02
AQUIFER STORATIVITY (DIM)= 1.4000E-04
AQUITARD VERTICAL PERMEABILITY (GPD/SQ FT)= 1.2710E+Ol
AQUITARD THICKNESS (FT)= 4.3500E+Ol
TIME (DAY)= 1.8250E+03
DISCHARGE RATE OF ~ELL (GPM)= 8.5000E+OO
DRA~DO~N (FT)= 1.4946E-02
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8.5 gpm.

(A pumping rate of 10 gpm is used for the FS analyses in Sections 2.0,
lteritive runs of this model confirmed that t = 1.8xl0 3 days was

3.0, and 4.0.

representati',e of steady-state and that significant drawdown occurred at distances
less than 225 feet.
The area between the Line 800 Pink Water Lagoon and Brush Creek where
bedrock groundwater may be contaminated is roughly estimaTed as the product of
the plume length and plume width. The plume length is assumed to be the sum of
the distance between the lagoon and well G-44 (approximately 450 feet) and the
distance from the former drainage ditch which served as the wastewater input to
the lagoon and the eastern edge of the lagoon (approximately 840 feet), which gives
a total length of

1,290 feet.

The width of the plume is estimated to be

approximately 900 feet, assumed equal to the distance between the northern
boundary of The lagoon and the southern boundary of the sludge dumping area,
perpendicular to the estimated eastward groundwater flow direction. This gives an
approximate plume area of l.lxl0 6 ft2. Relating this area to the area of a cone of
drawdown with a radius of 225 feet (1.6x10 5 ft 2) indicate the requirements for
seven groundwater extraction wells to provide coverage of the above-estimated

plume area.

In addition to these 7 wells, 3 to 5 additional extraction wells are

assumed to provide coverage of areas not included in the plume area defined above
(e.g., in the vicinity of seTtling basins and intermittent drainage way between the
lagoon and Brush Creek), to allow for partial overlap of the cones of drawdown, and
to account for the possibility that the plume area is larger than estimated based on
available data.
Thus, a total of 10 to 12 extraction wells is proposed. For purposes of the FS
analyses, these wells are assumed to be 60 feet deep and to be pumped at a total
rate of 100 gpm.
The groundwater extraction system described above is valid for the purpose
of estimating remedial action costs.

However, additional field testing should be

conducted to better assess the properties at the bedrock and glacial till aquifers
prior to implementation to a groundwater extraction system at the Line 800 Pink
Water Lagoon. Properties that should be assessed by long-term (72 hour) pumping
tests include:
•

Sustainable groundwater extraction rates for the bedrock aquifer.
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•

Longitudinal and transverse hydraulic conductivities of the bedrock
aquifer.

•

Vertical hydraulic conductivity of the glacial till.

•

Specific storage of the bedrock aquifer.

•

Specific yield of the glacial till.

The sustainable groundwater extraction rate for the bedrock aquifer should
be determined using a new well screened across the upper portion (suspected more
permeable zone) of the limestone bedrock.

Assessment of the longitudinal and

transverse hydraulic conductivities for the bedrock aquifer is estimated to require
two additional bedrock monitoring wells screened across the upper portion of the
limestone bedrock.

The first of these additional wells would be situated

In

the

transverse direction relative to the pumping well and the second would be situe.ted
in the longitudinal direction.
The vertical hydraulic conductivity of the glacial till would be assessed using
a combination of existing shallow glacial till monitoring wells, and a new deep
glacial till monitoring well that would serve as the pumping well.

The specific

storage of the bedrock aquifer and glacial till would be assessed using a combination of the existing wells and new wells described above. The new deep glacial till
well is estimated to have a depth of approximately 45 feet.

The new bedrock

monitoring wells are estimated to have a depth of 60 to 80 feet.

All would be 4

inches in diameter to facilitate the use of submersible groundwater pumps.
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APPENDIX C

Groundwater Depth in Line 1 Valley
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APPENDIX C
Groundwater Depth in Line 1 Valley

In a pre'/leus investigation, groundwater contours in the Line 1 valley were

estimated based on water levels measured in a limited number of exploratory soil
borings.

Because depth to groundwater in this area influences the feasibility and

costs of several remedial technology options--including dewatering, excavation,
capping, and slurry walls--the available water level data was supplemented with
additional readings taken during soil sampling during the present investigation (see
Section 2.6.2.4 of the Endangerment Assessment document (Dames

6( ~loore,

1988)

for further details). Water levels were recorded, if encountered, in each of the soil
boring locations at the site.

If water was not encountered during shallow soil

sampling, screened well points were driven to depths approximately I foot below
the water table; water was expected to be within 6 feet of ground surface.

Upon

completion of three of four la-foot borings at the site, 2-inch PVC piezometers
with 5 feet of screen were installed in each of these holes.

Water level readings

were taken in each well point and la-foot piezometer upon completion of fieldwork
at the site. Measured groundwater depths are tabulated in Table C-I.

All boring

locations are shown in Figure C-I.
The groundwater levels at the majority of the borings--SL-80, 81, 83, 84, 86,
and 91--are low and are not expected to cause any problems during the imple-

•

mentation of any of the proposed remedial alternatives for the Line I site. Even
though the groundwater at SL-87 was recorded above ground surface, it is assumed
to be a localized condition and should not hinder the construction of any of the
proposed remedial alternatives.

The

same

is

believed

about

water

levels

encountered in SL-79 and SL-88. SL-88 is adjacent to SL-87. SL-79 is now known
to be beyond the zone requiring remediation.
Localized, high water table conditions may be present in other locations
along the creek.

However, as stated above, water seeping out of a few such

locations should not cause problems in the construction activities.
could be diverted to Brush Creek.
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Such water

TABLE C-I
Measurements of Depth of Groundwater in the
Brush Creek Valley in the Vicinity of the
Former Line I Impoundment

n,

w

Loca tion

Description

Approximate Groundwater
Depth (tt) When First
Encountered in Boring

SL-79

Well Point

5.3

October 21

2.25

October 29

SL-80

Well Point

7.0

October 21

6.'/

October 29

SL-81

Piezometer

No t recorded

--

7.46

October 30

SL-83

Well Point

Not encountered

October 20

9.0

October 29

SL-84

Well Point

Not encountered

October 20

9.85

October 29

SL-86

Well Point

Not encountered

October 20

9.05

October 29

SL-87

Piezometer

//-6

October 20

+0.3//

October 30

SL-88

Well Point

9.3

October 22

1.1

October 29

SL-91

Piezometer

Not encountered

OLtober 19

9.8

October 30

SL-92

Boring

Not encountered

October 20

Date
(1987)

Stabilized Groundwater
Depth (ft) in Piezometer
or Well Point

Date
(1987)

'\
~~/
t
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\
LINE 1
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IAAP Subsoils and Clays
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APPENDIX D
Classification of Onsite Clays and Laboratory
Permeability Coefficients for IAAP Subsoils and Clays
This appendix presents the results of efforts to classify onsite clays at IA.-\P
and to obtain measurements of laboratory permeability coefficients for IAAP
subsoils and clays.

The attached re;>ort by the Earth Technology Corporation

summarizes the testing program and results, which are discussed below.

Test

methods employed are identified in Table I of the attached report.
D.I

CLASSIFICATION OF ONSITE CLA Y
Conversations with IAAP personnel have indicated that specific areas onsite

could serve as borrow sources for clay cap material if the soil is found to be
suitable for such use.

Since an onsite borrow area would obviously minimize the

costs of purchasing and hauling cover material, it was desirable to confirm that
such an area could be made available within IAAP.

One possible location,

downgradient of the Line 800 Pink Water Lagoon, was identified by IAAP.

Two

representative bulk clay samples (CB-I and CB-2), about 50 pounds each, were
taken

from

classification.

this source, at

locations shown

in

Figure

D-I,

for

laboratory

Although this particular clay source would not be used as a source

of clay cover material due to its proximity to the lagoon, it is our understanding
that IAAP personnel believe the clays at this location to be representative of other
clay sources on the installation.

The samples were obtained after removing any

topsoil and were marked with location and depth, visually classified, and shipped to
the soils laboratory for classification by Atterberg limits tests. The results of the
laboratory classification program are shown in Table 2 of the attached Earth
Technology report. Samples CB-I and CB-2 were found to have a plasticity index
of 48 and 36, respectively. These soils are classified as fat clays (CH). They have
a very low permeability and are suitable as cover material.
D.2

LABORATORY PERMEABILITY COEFFICIENTS (HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY) FOR SUBSOILS AND POTENTIAL COVER SOURCE
It is a requirement of 40 CFR Part 264 of the RCRA regulations, as well as a

practical engineering concept, that the cover material used in the closure of a
surface impoundment be at least as impermeable as the natural subsoils under the
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FIGURE 0·1
SAMPLING LOCATIONS AT THE LINE 800 PINK WATER LAGOON
DAMES & MOORE REMEDIAL ACTIONS ASSESSMENT

waste being covered.

To comply with the intent of the RCRA requirement,

samples C!3-1 and C!3-2 and four other undisturbed samples collected during the
subsurface drilling investigation of Line 1 ad Line 800 were tested for comparative
permeability. At Line I, samples were taken from borings SL-87 and SL-91 at a
depth of 10.5 feet. At Line 800, samples were taken from borings SL-69 and SL-70
at a depth of 8.5 feet. The sampling locations at Line 800 and Line I are shown in
Figures 0-1 and 0-2, respectively.
Prior to testing, the clay samples from CB-I and CB-2 were compacted in
accordance with the results of the compaction test described below.

A standard

Proctor Compaction test (ASTM 698-78) was performed on the CB-I soil sample to
obtain the compaction characteristics of the onsite clay soils. The results of the
test are shown in Figure I of the attached report.

They indicate a maximum dry

density of 97 pounds per cubic foot and optimum moisture content of

2~.5

percent.

These results could be used in the specification of clay placement for a cap system.
The hydraulic conductivity test results are presented in the attached Tables 3
and

~,

for subsoils and clays, respectively.

The average hydraulic activity for all

samples was found to be 2.6xI0-8 em/sec, which indicates that these soils have a
very low permeability.

Hydraulic conductivities for clay samples CB-I and CB-2
average 1.5xI0- 8 em/sec, while those for subsoils average 3.9xI0- 8 em/sec. This
indicates that the permeability of the clays in less than or approximately equal to
that of the subsoils, making the clay adequate for cover material.
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ATTACHMENT
The Earth Technology Corporation
Laboratory Test Results
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=:

The Eafth Ter:.hn%9Y
.... CorporaJjon
Testing Services Group
54B1 Electronic Lane, Unit 0, Huntington Beach, California 92549
Teleph'1l'ili-\n4) P~~' 7~% 8

Barbara Cook
Dames'" Moore
7101 lIisconsin Ave., Suite 700
Bethesda, MD 20814
Subject:

Laboratory Test Results
Project: Iowa Army Ammunition Plant
P.O. No.: liAS 6814
TETC No.: 88-215-1104

Dear Ms. Cook:
Enclosed please find the results of your laboratory testing program conducted
on samples originating from the Iowa Army Ammunition Plant site.
TESTING PROGRAM
Based on your letter transmittal dated January 15, 1988, the testing program
included the following tests:
-

Permeability
Moisture content
Atterberg limits
Standard Proctor compaction

A copy of the sample specific testing program is included in Appendix A. The
permeability tests conducted on remolded sample CB-1 and CB-2 were conducted at
various effective stress (at no extra charge).
Because of the nature and concentration of contaminants potentially present in
the samples, this testing program was conducted in Level C protection.
TEST RESULTS
The tests conducted as part of this testing program were conducted in general
accordance with ASTM and USEPA standard procedures. Table 1 lists the
procedures followed to perform each of the tests.
The results of the moisture content and Atterberg limit are presented in Table
2. Based on visual Observation, the classification of Sample SL-87/6/10.5 feet
Is CL.

D-7

Page Two
The result at the compaction test is presented in Figure 1.
Table 3 presents the results of the permeability tests conducted on undisturbed
samples.
The results of the multistage peraeability tests performed on samples CB-l and
CB-2 remolded to 95~ of the maximum dry density obtained by the standard
Proctor compaction test are presented in Table 4. It can be noticed that the
yalue of the effectiYe stress does not seem to affect significantly the yalue
of the permeability of this type of soil over the range of eftectiYe stress
used in this test.
If you have any questions or comments regarding the results included in this

report, feel free to call me at your conyenience.
from you.

Very truly yours,
THE EARTH TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION

(~estern)

J9;~--=- ~-?_-

c-"

Bertrand S. Palmer, Ph.D.
Manager, Environmental Geomechanics Laboratory
Project Engineer
BSP:smy

=

0-&

~e.

look forward to hearing

Table 1:

Testing Procedures

Type of Test

Testing Procedure

Permeability

USEPA Hethod 9100

Hoisture Content

ASTH 02216-80

Atterberg Limit

ASTH 04318-84

Compaction <Standard Proctor)

ASTH 0698-78

USE?A: United States Environmental Protection Agency, S~ 846, Test Hethods for
Evaluating Sol id \laste, Volume IC, pp. 9100.20-24, September 1986.
ASTH:

American Society for Testing and Haterial, Annual Book of ASTH
Standards, Section 4, Volume 04.08, Soil and Rock, Building Stones,
Geotexti les, 1987.

D-9

TABLE 2
SUMMARY OF MOISTURE CONTENT AND ATTERBERG LIMIT RESULTS
PROJECT NAME:
PROJECT NO.:
DATE:

Iowa Army Ammunition Plant
WAS.6814

February 1988
SAMPLE

TETC .:

88-215-1104

CLIENT:

Dames & Moore

SUMMARIZED BY:
ATTERBERG LIMITS (%)

FLUID

:-----------------------: CONTENT:
1. D.

LL

CB-l

67

: ----------: -------:

PL
PI
-------: -------: ---------:
48
19
18.5

:----------:-------:-------:-------:---------:
CB-2
56
20
36
16.5
:----------:-------:-------;-------:---------:

0-10

S. Poolperm

TABLE 3
OF VERTICAl HYDRAULIC CDHDUCTIVITY TEST

SU~~ARI

PROJECT

H~E:

Iowa Any A..unllion Plant
~AS-6614

PROJECT HD.:

DEPTH

ND.

If tI

66-215-1104

CLIENT:

Dal" L

SU~~ARIZED

DATE: February 19ee
SAMPLE

TETC I:

6Y:

~oore

S. PODlperl

: BACK : ~AI1 ~U~ : ~ I HI ~U~ :IIYDRAULI C: IIYDRAULI C:
PRE-TEST ~EASURE~ENT
:PDST -TEST MEASUR~ENT
:PRESSURE:EFFECTIVE:EFFECTIVE:GRADIENT :CDHDUCTIVITY:------------------------------------:------------------------:
: Ips I) : STRESS : STRESS : I h/L J :
(ells)
: ~O ISTURE : DEGREE OF I : DRY DENS ITY: MO I STURE .: DEGREE OF I :
Ipsl) : Ipsl) :
:
:COIITEHTI%I:SATURATlDHI%I:
Ipen
:COHTEHTI%I:SATURATIOHm:

RE~ARKS

:----------------_·:·_-------:--------:---------l----- ----:---------:---------~:----------:--------.----:--- --------:._--------:-------------:----------------:

:

SL-6912

:

6.S

:

60

:

1

:

4

:

28

: 9.0

1

10

:

25.0:

96

:

99.0

:

21.5:

93:

:

:------------------:---------:--------;---------:----- ----:---------:---------~i3:----------:-------------:-- ---------:----------:-------------:----------------:

:

oI

SL-1012

:

6.5

:

50

:

7

:

:-------------_._.-:._-------:---~.-_.:---------:-_

SL-B7/6

: 10.5

:

50

:

B.3

:

4

:

U

: 5.5

I

10 :

25.0:

100

:

10•. 5

:

2•. 5 :

98

:.

:

.. -----:---------:---------::~:----------:-------------:----------:-------.--:-------------:---------._._---:
S.3

:

42

: 7.5

I

10 :

20.S:

99

:

JOB.5

:

19.0:

99

:--------.. --------:---------:---.-.-.:------ ... :-.. -- ----:------·--:---------~-9:--·----··-J-------------:.--------.:----------J--. .. -------J--------.------.:
:

SL-91/6

: 10.5

:

50

:

6.3

J

5.3

:

~2

: 2.5

I

10

:

19.5:

95

:

108.0

:

22.0:

99:

:

:------------------:---------:- .. _---.:----_ .... :.--------:-----_ ... :.... _-------:----------:-------------:.----------:----------:-------------;-------------- .. :
I

Assullnr Specific Gravlly , 2.7

TABLE 4
SUHHARY OF VERTICAL HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY TEST
PROJECT HAIlE: 10•• Ar.y Am,unilion PI.nl

TETC I: 66-215-1104

PROJECT NO.: VAS 6614

CLIEIIT: D.m"

DATE: Hareh 196B

SUHHARIZED BY: B. Pal •• r

SAHPLE
NO.

L

Hoor.

DEPTH : BACK : HAXIHUH : HINIHUH :HYDRAULIC: HYDRAULIC:
PRE-TEST HEASUREHENT
:PDST-TEST HEASUREHENT
:PRESSURE:EFFECTIVE:EFFECTIVE:GRADIENT :CDNDUCTIVITY:------------------------------------:------------------------:
(ft)
: (psll
: STRESS : STRESS : (h/L) I (e,/s) : HOISTURE : DEGREE OF I :DRY DENSITY: HOISTURE : DEGREE OF I :
Ipsll : (psi) :
:
:COIITEHTlll:SATURATIDHm: Ipef) :CDHTENT<111SATURATlDNm:

REHARKS

:------------------:---------:------.. :-._------:----- ----:··-------:··------·:~8:··-···----:··_----------:- -------- .. :----------:-------------:----------------:

cr':

CB-2

:.:

70

:

3

:

2

:

10

: 2.5

I

10:

24

:

76

:

91:

:

:B-value=.96:

~:-._.--------------:---------:--------:---------:---------:---------:·---··-··::8:----·----·:-----~-------:-------- .. :----------:-------------:----------------:

70

:

6

:

4

:

20

:------------------:---------:--------:---------:----- ----:-----~

70

:

9

:

6

:

30

: 2.5

I

LO

:

.. -:----.----::f3:- ... -.---.:--.----------:-----------:----------:~~-----------:
..---- .. --------:
: 2.2

J

10

:

:

:

:

23.5:

77

:--_.- .. -----------: .... -----:-------- ---------:-.-------:---------:------_._---;----------:-------------:--_._------:----------:-------------:-.-._-----------:
9
3
:
2
: 10
: •. 5 J 10 :
23
:
77
:
93:
:
:B-value;1
70
C8-1

:-._ ... _-----------:._-------:-------- _.. _~----;----~_ .. _;---;~----;---;-:-~~:~;----------;---------_._-;-----------;---;~~~---;-----;~------'_._-~------- ..-70
:- .. _------_ ..... --:--_ .. _---:-------- ---------J---------:---------:------------:----------:-------- .. ---:-----------:----------:-------------:----------------:
I

I

AssUllnC sp.eltlc cra,lly , 2.70

I

I

,

I

•

I

•

•

FIGURE 1

COMPACTION TEST RESULTS

PROJECT NAME:
PROJECT NO.:

IowA A~t-\'i AMMUN1T\O"l
WAS.

F'UoNT

f,f'I4-

TETC NO:
CLIENT:

DATE:

V'AM6'S>

SUMW.RIZED BY:

i

s.

1J\COe:c.
?OoLf'E'~

------------------------------------------------------------------------------SAMPLE NO.:

DEPTH:

C.'O-I

METHOD USED

1..++- ±+-~I...--t\

METHOD 'A'
... MOLO. SOIL PASSING NO ••

o
o
o

METHOD 'B'
8" MOLO, SOIL PASSING NO ••

METHOD 'C'
S" MOLO, SOIL PASSING 1:,"

METHOD'D'
S" MOLO. SOIL PASSING ""
WITH GRAVEL CORRECTION

--1.1__'3=-.=-5_1\:>_

RAM NUM BER
DROP

....;I:2::-_'=-N

BLOWS/LAY ERS

'2,;:-..:6

REMARKS,

\00

~
.. 1.- -+-+-+-+-'-7t-=j-r-rf;"":rrrrrn
L.
o

...u

'::.

>-

f-

...... ". P:

95

'V

'. \. ~, ::: ::: ::::::

Z
w
0

>a:
0

PI

90

, : ' .....•••• ~:lS .:.

1/1
II
-+.f-+-+-+-+-++-i--t-t--r-t~=1

_

I I

_
_

:'j\P,6: ::•• :::: ,:' :

Vl

_

NUMBER OF LAYERS _ _"'.::.....

+·'-·~+,.-t--+-+''±T:i='3..·

&5

+- ~i-+-+-f--+-t-+-+-il------t-Ti=--'.r "t..TI

...
t--H-+++++-+-t-H!--t--r-r-t-~M
.I· -r---T1---]
I
- +-+++-+-+-t-'
-.l +-;---rH"""t"1

MOISTURE {'41

OPTIMUM MOISTURE

~:

MAX DRY DENSITY PCF:

97.0
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Brush Creek Flow Frequency Study and
Stream Channelization Design Parameters
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APPENDIX E
Brush Creek Flow Frequency Study and
Stream Channelization Design Parameters
To develop costs and conceptualize the design for channelizing Brush Creek
through the Former Line I Impoundment area, it was necessary to determine the
approximate

high

flow

volume.

Available

data

were

used

with

available

topographic information to perform a brief. drainage basin study, from which
pertinent design parameters were developed for conceptual design and costing of
channelization measures.

A flood frequency analysis was performed using the U.S. Soil Conservation
Service (SCS) Project Formulation Hydrology Model, TR-70. This is a single event
model which computes direct runoff resulting from any synthetic or natural
rainstorm. It develops flood hydrographs from runoff and routes the flow through
stream channels and reservoirs.
The design hydrograph was developed on Brush Creek approximately 200 feet
upstream of Oliver Road. The hydrograph is based on drainage area, precipitation,
rainfall distribution, rainfall duration, soil classification, land use, time of concentration, and soil antecedent moisture condition.
The drainage basin was delineated on USGS I inch=2000 feet scale topograhic
maps.

The total drainage area is 1.92 square miles.

The rainfall frequency

duration depths were obtained from NOAA Atlas Maps (TP-40) for Des Moines
County, Iowa.

An SCS index called the curve number (CN)--which represents the

combined hydrologic effect of soils, land use, hydrologic conditions, and antecedent
moisture condition--was computed for this basin; CN=74.
condition of "II" was used to reflect average soil

An antecedent moisture
moisture.

The time of

concentration, which is defined as the time required for runoff to travel from the
hydraulically most distant part of the watershed area to the basin outlet or some
point of reference downstream, was computed using the SCS upland method and
Manning's equation.

Travel time in stream was computed at bank full elevation

using Manning's equation.

It should be noted that where comprehensive data was

not available, conservative estimates (resulting in higher peak discharges) were
used in the analysis. Table E-l contains a summary of the TR-20 results.

E-2

T,-\BLE E-I

Summary of Flood Frequency Analysis Results a
for Brush Creek in the Vicinity of the
Former Line I Impoundment

Flood Fregency

Rainfall Depth
(inches) ,
24-hour

R unoii De pth
(inches)

2-year

3.25

1.10

279

5-year

4.20

1.74

459

10-year

4.70

2.13

567

50-year

6.00

3.18

865

100-year

6.70

3.78

1,032

a The 24-hou·r type II storms were used in this analysis.

E-3

Peak Discharge
(cubic feet! sec)

:V\anning's formula was used to size concrete trapozoidal channels which can
convey the flood peaks for the 2, 5, I 0, 50 and lOa-year storms. Manning's formula
is applicable for incompressible, steady uniform flow at constant depth in prismatic
open channels.

Depth of channels and gradients were selected to conform as

closely as possible to existing conditions to limit the amount of excavation
required.
To limit the chance of damage to a clay cap installed at the site, the storm
with the least probability of occurence (lOa-year) was selected as the design storm.
It should be noted that a lOa-year storm is not a storm which occurs every 100

years, but rather that the probability of such a storm occurring in any given year is
I in 100 (i.e., 1 percent chance).
A I,OOO-foot-iong channel with a depth of 4 feet, including a I-foot freeboard
and 2 to I (horizontal to vertical) side slopes, is desired.

Given these constraints,

Manning's formula results in calculation of a bottom width of 14 feet for the
trapezoidal channel.

E-4
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APPENDIX F
Potential ARARs for Specific Alternatives

TABLE 1

Potential Chemical-Specific ARARs
Standard, Re,£liremcItJ,

Criterion, or imitatiolt

Cilalioll

I
Safe Drinking Water Act
National Primary Drinking
Water Standards

National Secondary
Drinking Water Standards

Descriolion

Polel/lially Affected
AI/emat,ve

Commeu/

I

FEDERAL

40 USC Section 300
40 CFR Part 141

40 CFR Part 143

Established maximum contaminant levels (MCLs) which The MCLs for organic and inor~anic contaminants All
are health-based standards for public water systems.
are relevant and appropriate to e groundwater!
surface water contaminants, including MCLs for
volatile organics and metals.
Establishes secondary maximum contaminant levels
SMCLs may be relevant and appropriate if treated 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14
(SMCLs) which are nonenforceable guidelines for public groundwater is used as a source of water.
water systems to ensure the aesthetic quality of the
water.

Maximum Contaminant
Level Goals (MCLGs)

PL No. 99-339 100 Statute Establishes drinking water quality goals set at levels of
642 (1986)
no known or antic rated adverse health effects with an
adequate margin 0 safety.

Cle::m Water Act
Ambient Water Quality
Criteria

33 USC Section 1251-1376
40 CFR Part 131, Quality ReWires the st.',tes to set ambient water quality criteria
Criteria for Water, 1976, (A QC) for water ~uali1 based on use claSSIfications
and the criteria deve ope under Section 304(a) of the
1980, 1986
Clean Water Act.

I

MCLGs for organic and inorganic contaminants
may be relevant and appropriate to groundwater!
surface water if a more stongent standard is
required to protect human health or the
environment.

All

All except Alternative 1
AWQC for some of the organic and inorganic
contaminants in the groundwater at the site have
been developed. May be relevant and appropriate
if contaminated or treated groundwater is
dis~harged to surface water during a removal
action.

I

STATE

I~~ national Primary and Secondary Ambient Air

Iowa Air PoUution Control
Re£!ulations

Chapler 567-28

Ambient Air Quality Standards (Adopts 40 CFR 40).

Iowa Air Pollution Control
Regulations (Continued)

Chapter 567-30

This chapter is not yet promulgated, but it will govern
None
emissions from an onsite treatment process.
Develo~ment of a permit will be on a case-by-case basis
under e general authority of the IDNR to protect
human health and the environment.

8,9, 10, II, 14, 15

Iowa Water Pollution
Control Regulation

Chapter 576-60 to 64

Chapter 60 provides general definitions applicable in this None
title and rules of practice. Chapter 61 contains the water
quality standards of the State including classification of
surface waters. Chapter 62 contains the standards
relevant to the discharae of pollutanl,> to the water of the
state. Chapters 63 an 64 identify monitoring,
analytical and rerc0rting requiremenl<; pertaining to
specific permil,> or the operation of water disposal
systems.

All

Iowa Res~nsible Parties
Cleanup egulations

Title X, Chapter 133

These rules establish the procedures and criteria the
None
IDNR will use to determine the parties responsible and
cleanup actions necessary to meet the goals of the State
pertaining to the protection of groundwater. These rules
pertain to the cleanup of groundwater, soils, and surface
water where groundwater may be impacted.

All

PNKWTR.Tl

ualitv Standards.
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4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,
12, 13, 14, 15

,

I

Potential
Standard,

R;ttl~.irt:.me.llt,

Criterion,

Solid Waste DiS!>osal Act (SWDA)

AJto~!s!iiJific

ARARs

I

r,,_

r,

I

Pote~l!al/y

Affected

42 USC Section 6901·6987

Criteria for Classification of Solid
Wasle Disposal Facilities find
Practices

40 CfR Put 257

Establishes criteria for use in determining which solid wasle disposal
facilities and pnclices pose 8 reasonable probability of adverse effects
on health and thereby constitute prohibited open dumps.

If an alternAtive developed would involve
the land disposal of soled wasle, this part
would be applicable.

2,3,6,7, g, 9, 14, 15

Hazardous Wasle Management
Systems General

40 CFR Part 260

Establishes procedures and criteria for modification or revocation of
any provision in 40 CFR Parts 260-265.

May be applicable if II substance al the site
was to be excluded from the list of
hazardous wastes.

All

Identification and Listing of Hazardous
Wastes

40 CFR Part 261

Defines those solid wastes which are subject to re~ulation as hazardous Idenlifies lhose wasles considered 10 be
wastes under 40 CFR Parts 263-265 and Parts 12 ,270, and 271.
hazardous wastes at the sileo Any wasles
considered as haurdous would be required
to be handled as such.

All

Standards Applicable 10 Transporters
of Hazardous Waste

40 CFR Part 263

Establishes standards which apply to persons transporting hazardous
waste wilhin the U. S. if the transportation requires a manifest under
40 CFR Part 262.

If an alternative develored would involve
offsite transportation 0 hllZardolis wastes,
these slandards would be appliCAble.

4,5, 10, 11, 12, 13

Standards for Owners and Operators
of Hazardous Waste Trealment,
Storage, and Disposal Facilities

40 CFR Part 264

Establishes minimum national standards which define the accetable
mAnagement of hAZardous wasle for owners and operators of acilities
whicn treat, store, or dispose hazardous waste.

Subparts B through X mAy be aEplicable or
releyant and ~prro(lriate to onsi e And
offslle remedla acILons.

All

Interim Status Standards for Owners
and Operators of Hazardous Waste
Treatment, Storage, and Disposal
Facilities

40 CFR Part 265

Establishes minimum national standards which define the acceptable
management of hazardous waste during the period of inlerim status and
until certification of final closure or if the facilitib is subject to ~ostclosure requirements, until post-closure responsl ilities are ful died.

Remedies should be consistent with the
more stringent Part 264 standards since
these represent the ultimate RCRA
compliance sl.ndards and fire consistent
with CERCLA's ~oal of long-term
protection of pub IC health and welfflre lind
the environment.

All

Interim Standards for Owners and
Operators of New Hazardous Wllste
L8nd Dispo!'>al Facilities

40 CFR Part 267

Establishes minimum national standards which define the acceptable
management of hazardous waste for new land disposal facilities.

Remedies should be consistent' with the
more stringent Plrt 264 standards since
these represent the ullimllte RCRA
complillnce stllndllrds .nd are consislent
with CERCLA's ft0al of long·term
protecti.on of pub IC health lind welfare and
the environment.

All

Land Disposal Restrictions

40 CFR Part 268

Estahlishes a timelahle for restriction of land disposal of wastes and
other hazardous materials.

If an alternative involves lAnd disposal of
any restricted waste, this part may be
applicable.

Hazardous. Waste Permit Program

40 CFR P,rt 270

Establishes provisions covering basic EPA permilling requirements.

AlJermil is not required for onsite
4,5,10,11,12,13
C RCLA response actions; however, a
§ermit is required for offsite actions.
ubSlantive requirements are addressed in
40 CFR Part 264. Under 40 CFR Section
300.38, requirements of the Act apply to all
resnonse activities under the NCP.

Requires permits for the di~charge of pollutants from any point source
into water of the Uniled Stllies.

Aliermit is nol required for onsite
C RCLA response aClions, but the
subslllntive requirements would apply if an
alternative developed would discllarge into
a creek or olher surface waler on the sileo
A permit would be required if the discharge
is to a creek or surface water located
offsite.

Clean \-Vater Act
National Pollulant Discharge
Eliminlltion
System Permit Regulalions

National Pretreatment Standards

OCClJ1lalional Safetv and Health Ac.t

PNKWTR,T2

33 USC Seclion 1251·1376
40 CFR Pflrts 122, 125

40 CFR Part 403

20 USC Seclion 651-678
29 CFR 1910,120

All except Alternative I

Sets standards to control ~ollutants which pass throuth or interfere with If an allernative developed involves
treatment processes in pu licly-owned treatment wor s or which mlly
discharge to publicly-owned lrefllment
contaminale sewap'e sludp'e.
works lhese standards would be .nnlicahle.
Regulates worker health and safety.
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None.

,All except Alternative I

I

),
T.~BkP
Potentia
c IOn~(~ontjl1ue~~
peel Ie
ARs
Standard,

R~'t({ir~me.llt,

Criterion,

Clear Air Act
National Ambient Air Quality
Standards

Toxic Suhstance Control Act

~.

r;" .
42 USC Section 7401-7642 Treatment technology standards for emissions to air:
inci.n.crators., s.urt~1.CC impoundments, waste piles, landfills,
fugitive emiSSions.
40 CFR Part 50
15 USC 2601
40 CFR Part 761

I

Establishes management standards for PCB disposal.

If an alternative developed would
Involve emissions governed by Ulcse
~~;ldan.ls, then the requirements are

a

Po/ell./ially Affected
4\ 5\ 6, 7j S( 9, 10,
1 • 2, 1 , 4, 15

licable.

May be applicable for offsite

treatment.

I

STATE

Iowa Environmental Quality Act

Chapter 4558

Iowa Hazardous Substances and Waste
Regulations

Chapters 131, 140, 141, 149

Iowa Solid Waste Disposal Regulations

Chapters 567-100, 101, 102,

Iowa Hazardous Waste Disposal Penalty
Law
Iowa Air Pollution Control Regulation

Chapter 7168

103, 110

Chapter 567-23

Chapter 567-24

Defines the jurisdiction of the IDNR, defines rowers and duties of the
commission and the director, civi~ or crimina proceedings to be
undertaken by the State Attorney eneral.
Chapter 131 re~uires reporting of hazardous conditions. Chapter 140
provides genera definiltons applicable in this title. Chapter 141
contains specific regulations identifying and listing hazardous wastes,
the standards ap£licahle 10 generators and transporters of hazardous
wastes and stan ards :jplicable to treatment, storage, and disposal
facilities. Chapter 14 contains the procedures for the assessment and
collection of fees for transportation, treatment, and disposal of
hazardous waste.
Establishes standards for sanitary disposal projects and by regulating
the dumping of solid waste through a system ofJeneraI rules and
specific permits. Deals with excavation of c10s landfills or dumps,
o'neration, cover, and monitorini! of landfills.
Establishes penalties for unlawful transportation and disposal of
hazardous waste.
Governs the release of fugitive dust in quantities creating a nuisance
during site activities and emissions from a treatment system.
Applies to emissions from a permitted emission point. Could be
applied to excess emissions of fugitive dust.

None.

All

Considered in an alternative involving
offsite transportation and disposal.

4,5, to, II, 12, 13

Considered in an alternative involving
onsite landfill disposal.

2,3,6,7, 8,9, 14, 15

Offsite disposal.

4,5,10, II, 12, 13

Considered for excavation activities.

4 5,6,7. 8{ 9,10, II,
12,13, I , 5

None.

State could require measurement of emissions from an air stripper.
Chapter 567-25

Iowa Water Pollution Control
Regulations

Iowa Responsible Parties Cleanup
Regulations

Iowa Hazardous Waste Facilities Siting
and Land Disposal Acts
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Ambient Air Quality Standards (Adopts 40 CFR 50).

Chanter 567-28
Chapter 567-37

Registration of water well contractors.

Chapter 567-38

Private water well construction permits.

Chapter 567-39

Well abandonment requirements.

Chapter 567-40

Water supply definitions. Defines MCLs that Chapter 133 refers to.

Chapter 567-49

These rules refer to nonpublic water wells, contains well construction
standards, materials standards and abandonment guidelines.

None.
None.
Considered if wells installed for future
monitoring.

These rules establish the procedures and criteria the lDNR will use to
None.
determine the parties responsible and cleanup actions necessary to meet
the goals of the State pertaining to the protection of groundwater.
These rules pertain to the cleanup of groundwater itself and soils and
surface water wherei!roundwater may be impacted.
4558.441 to 4558.470, Iowa Provides yrocedures for establishing appropriate sites and properly
Considered for onsite treatment or disposal.
designed acilities for the treatmenl stor~e, and disposal of nazardous
Code
waste and to limit land disposal of h8Zar ous waste.
Chapter 133
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All

All

2,3,6,7,8,9,10, II,
14, 15

'\
TABLE 3
Polcntial Location-Specific ARARs

Standard, Requiremelll,
Critelia, or Limitation

Cilation

Descliplioll

I
Clean Water Act

RCRA
Fish and Wildlife

Floodplain Management
Order

Comment

Potentially Affected
Altemative

I

FEDERAL
40 CFR 230 Section 404 Establishes a permit program administered by the
U. S. Army Corps of Engineers to regulate the
ncnpoint source discharges of dredged or fill
material into waters of the U. S.
40 CFR 270.14(b)(II)
(iii) and (iv)
40 CFR 6.302(a)

40 CFR Part 6

Establishes building criteria for TSD facilities
located in floodplain.

Potentially applicable in watersheds at IAAP. None

Potentially applicable in watersheds at IAAP. 2,3,6,7,8,9,14,15

Requires federally-funded projects ensure that any Potentially applicable in watersheds at JAAP. All Except
modi ficalian of any stream or other water body
Alternative 1
affected be provided adequate protection of fish and
wildlife resources.
Mandates that federally-funded projects within 10year floodplain avoid adverse impacts associated

Potentially applicable in watersheds at IAAP. All Except
Alternative I

with development of a floodplain.
Endangered Species Act

50 CFR 402

Requires that any federal activity may not

Potentially applicable in watersheds at IAAP. None

.eopardize the continued existence of any threatened
or endangered species or destroy or adversely

modify a critical habitat.

I
Clean Water Act

STATE
Section 401

State Section 401 water quality certification is
Potentially applicable in watersheds at IAAP. All Except
Alternative I
mandatory for all projects requiring Federal Section
404 permit. Section 401 certification is State's
concurrence that a project is consistent with state's
water quality standards. Also establishes criteria
for wetlands.

Floodplain Development Iowa Code Section 4558, The State has authority to regulate construction on Potentially applicable in watersheds at IAAP. All Except
all floodplains and floodways in the State. Chapters
Alternati ve I
Chapters 70-76
70-76 explain how and when a permit must be
obtained for various types of development.
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